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ABSTRACT 
The objective of this thesis is to investigate the 
benefits and tradeoffs of the application of modern 
manufacturing technology in the assembly of printed 
circuit {PC) boards. Through use of robotics and computer 
testing and inspection equipment, an improved process is 
proposed which adds flexibility while increasing product 
quality and lowering costs. 
Information gained from study of existing PC 
assembly operations was used to create computer 
simulation and cost models of the line. These models 
provided an effective method for analyzing the effect of 
process changes and improvements before any costs were 
incurred or changes made to the line. 
The results of the analysis are a prioritized list 
of recommendations for process improvements and changes. 
The most significant opportunities were found to be 
robotics for the assembly of certain components and 
component preparation and testing systems. computer 
vision systems were recommended to replace human 
inspection of assembled boards. 
Recommendations for future process development work 
included the building of a computer intogratcd 
manufacturing system and the developmont ot design and 
componont standards for automatic assembly. 
l 
INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this thesis is to investigate, 
analyze and apply modern manufacturing technology in the 
assembly of printed circuit (PC) boards. The objectives 
for the improved process are the production of finished 
boards of the highest quality and lowest cost. The 
resulting line should also have the flexibility to 
produce low quantities of boards in an efficient and cost 
effective manner. The means used for evaluating the 
effectiveness of these solutions was the use of computer 
models such as simulation and cost modeling. 
A trip was made to an existing plant to gain an 
understanding of the processes involved in assembling PC 
boards. From this information, a simulation model was 
developed of the line which became a tool for making 
decisions concerning the effectiveness of modern 
manufacturing technology for enhancement of the process. 
Together with the simulation model, a spreadsheet 
cost model was produced which included information on all 
pertinent costs. By utilizing the simulation model, and 
then entering the results into the cost model, precise 
cost per board figures were generated for each 
altornativo sconJrio. A prioritized list ot suggestions 
for implementation ot now technology is the output ot 
this thoaia togothor with a plan tor implementation. A 
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set of 
important 
future considerations is included that will be 
in the building of a integrated manufacturing 
system for printed circuit board assembly. 
ORGANIZATION OF THESIS CHAPTERS 
Chapter l describes the current process for the 
assembly of printed circuit boards. Chapter 2 contains a 
summary of the observations made of the current process 
and a set of opportunities for the use of modern 
manufacturing. 
Chapter 3 describes the construction of simulation 
models and a board cost model that was used in analyzing 
the proposed improvements and changes to the process. 
Chapter 4 describes the analysis carried out in 
evaluating the proposed process changes. In Chapter 5 the 
results of analysis are summarized with suggestions on 
how the models can be expanded for comprehensive plant 
analysis. 
An outline for future efforts to develop a flexible 
PC board production system is outlined in Chapter 6. This 
outline includes a framework for an integrated process 
and information control system and design for manufacture 
concerns. 
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STUDY OF EXISTING PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD ASSEMBLY PLANT ~ AND DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS 
To gain understanding of common practice in printed 
circuit board assembly, an in-depth study was made of an 
existing facility. From this study, a process flow 
diagram was constructed to show how things were currently 
being done. Information about each operation was 
recorded, together with a set of observations which are 
the basis for the work done in this thesis. 
Description of PC Board Raw Material 
several types of components are used to make a 
printed circuit (PC) board. First, a 'bare board' is 
required. The bare PC board is a fiberglass composite 
material which contains several layers of copper traces, 
which connects the components. There are several hundred 
drilled holes in the board, which provide insertion sites 
for the components. 
The first type of components are called DIP'S or 
dual-in-line packaged integrated circuits. These are 
complex logic or memory circuits, and can vary in size 
from .300 11 wide to .600 11 wide with from e to 40 pins. The 
pins are arranged in two parallel rows. See Figure la. 
for a representation ot these parts, and figure 2a tor a 
picture of typical packaging in tubes. 
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The second type of electronic components are axial 
leaded components. There are only two leads on each of 
these components, and examples of these are resistors, 
capacitors, and diodes. They are received in taped rolls, 
and are stored and distributed in this manner. See Figure 
lb. for a picture of typical axial leaded components. 
Figure 2b shows the taped reel format. 
The third type of components are radial leaded 
components. These components have either two or three 
leads, which are arranged in parallel below the body of 
the component. Typical radial components are capacitors, 
and transistors. Radial components are shown in Figure 
le, and taped format in figure 2c. 
A fourth group of components are called odd-formed 
components. These are components that don't fit into the 
geometric forms of the preceding three groups of 
components and must be handled in special ways. Examples 
of this type of part areas multi-pinned connectors, 
chokes, and potentiometers. Figure ld. shows a 
representation of several types of odd-form components. 
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PROCESS DESCRIPTION - EXISTING PC BOARD ASSEMBLY PLANT 
From information collected at the existing facility, 
a process flow diagram was created. This diagram is shown 
in figure 3a and 3b. Each step of the process is briefly 
described belo~. 
Receiving, Component Inspection and Preparation 
Material is received in bulk form and is 
temporarily stored in warehouse space. A sample of each 
component is visually inspected according to an 
acceptable quality level (AQL) plan as parts are counted 
out and kitted. 
Parts are sent to the manufacturing operation as 
kits, containing enough parts for assembly of 500 boards. 
When received at the manufacturing site, additional 
preparation of some components is done. Boards are 
recounted into groups of 100 and are placed into a baking 
oven, to remove moisture and solvents left from the 
curing process, and remove any warpage of the boards. 
Some of the other components receive additional 
preparation: 
- odd-formed components get their leads formed and 
trimmed using manual methods and some machine assistance. 
- axial loaded components are sent on full roela to a 
aoquoncor machine, which romovos tho components from tho 
8 
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reels, and creates a new tape reel of components arranged 
in the specific order that they are inserted into the 
board. Finished reels of sequences are released to the 
VCD machines as required. 
machine is shown in figure 4. 
COMPONENT INSERTION PROCESSES 
DIP Insertion Machines 
The component sequencing 
There are four steps in insertion of components in 
this line. The first group of components to be inserted 
are the DIP components. These dedicated, programmable 
insertion machines take the parts from tubes of 
components which are arranged at the back of the machine. 
Each part is conveyed to a set of grips which spread the 
leads, and do a simple electrical check, to verify the 
proper orientation of the part. 
Raw boards are loaded manually into magazines, which 
hold 44 boards each. The magazine is loaded into the 
machine, which indexes the magazine one slot at a time. 
The boards pulled out of the magazine, are conveyed one 
at a time into the machine. Parts are then inserted into 
the appropriate locations in the board. A device below 
the board cuts and clinches tho loads, thus insuring thnt 
tho part is socured to tho board. Tho finished board is 
convoyed into another magazine at tho other ond of tho 
~nchino. Tho OIP Inoortion cachino is shown in Figura s. Figuu, 4 
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Axial Insertion Machines 
The next step of assembly is the insertion of axial 
leaded components. This is done by a machine called a VCD 
machine, or variable center distance axial insertion 
machine. Like the DIP machine this machine is a 
programmable machine which takes axial leaded components 
from the previously sequenced taped rolls, cuts and bends 
the leads into final shape, and inserts the part into the 
board. The boards, which already contain a set of DIP's, 
are conveyed into the machine from magazines received 
from the DIP insertion machine. This machine is shown in 
Figure 6. 
Radial Insertion Machines 
Radial leaded components are inserted into the 
boards that now contain DIP's and axials. These machines 
are functionally a combination of a radial part sequencer 
and an inserter. A picture of the machine is shown if 
Figure 7. Taped rolls of each radial component are loaded 
into positions on the back of the machine. A belt 
containing several dozen locations for parts traverses 
the machine. Each component is clipped from the taped 
reels, and is inserted into a position on this belt in 
accordance with the machine program. From here the string 
of parts are conveyed into the machine and are 
electrically verified and thon inserted into a waiting 
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board. 
Odd= formed Components 
The fourth insertion operation consists of odd-
formed components. At the time of this study, these 
operations were being done by hand, but a line of robotic 
insertion equipment was being designed and built. Manual 
insertion consists of a sequential push line of six 
operators who insert an average of about 3 components 
each. Leads are not crimped after insertion on the manual 
line. 
Final Pre- Solder Inspection 
A visual check of the assembled board is done by 
human inspectors. The inspector concentrates on the 
length of cut leads, detection of bent pins, and missing 
components. After the solder process, correction of any 
of these faults is a costly, and time-intensive process. 
Post Solder Processes 
The remainder of the processing steps involve 
soldering and testing of the board. These steps are shown 
in the process flow diagram on Figure Jb. 
!i!Y,! Soldering and Board Cleaning 
At this point assot\bly is cocploto, and soldering is 
dona. Boards arc load:d ono at a ti=o by tho cachino 
opor4tor on a moving conveyor which holda thoa by their 
odgoo. Tho bottom o! tho board paasoo tlrot throu9h a 
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pool of solder flux, 
solder bonding. The 
a liquid which facilitates good 
board is pre-heated to a set 
temperature and then passes through a wave of molten 
solder. If properly done, every connection on the board 
is made in this single pass. 
From here the board is conveyed into an aqueous 
cleaner, which cleans off the flux and dries the board. 
Shorts/Opens Testing 
This test determines if the solder process was 
successful. The tester checks for the presence or absence 
of electrical continuity between all nodes on the board. 
If failed, the boards are sent to a rework area where 
they are repaired. Occasionally, the boards are passed 
through the wave solder process one more time. In severe 
cases, the board is scrapped. 
Third Operations 
Some temperature sensitive parts must be inserted 
after wave soldering and cannot be directly soldered into 
the board. This is currently a manual operation, but is 
a candidate for robotic insertion in the near future • 
.Q!!! Separation Test 
Tho data soparation test is done only for a fow ot 
tho board producto, Tasting is dono on analog !unctions 
ot tho boord, which roprosont a specific function. It in 
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expected that this test will be eliminated on most new 
products. 
Final Systems, or Functional Test 
A set of testers are used to test the functional 
testing of each board. Testers are either custom built 
by the firm or customer-supplied depending on the end use 
of the board. Boards rejected from functional testing are 
passed to a diagnostic and repair area. 
Automatic Test Equipment 
This tester is used as a diagnostic tool for finding 
failed components in boards that fail at either the data 
separator test or functional test. Boards are passed from 
here to rework stations for repair. This test is about 
80% effective in diagnosing the cause of board faults. 
When this tester fails in diagnosis, manual testing is 
done by skilled repair operators. 
Rework 
Reworkers replace defective parts from the boards, 
do cosmetic repairs, such as lead trimming, touch up 
solder flaws, and do some cleaning of the boards after 
any repair soldering. 
Final Inspection !m! Packaging 
Another visual inspection is dono on tho finishod 
board to chock tor cosmotic flawo. Should any oxint, 
19 
repairs are made at a nearby repair station. In some 
cases a source inspection is made by the customer, on 
premises. After this step, the boards are manually placed 
in anti-static bags, and are placed into cartons of 50 
boards each. In most cases the product is shipped within 
one day to the customer. There are no provisions for any 
sizable inventory of finished goods in this plant. 
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OBSERVATIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE USE OF MODERN 
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY IN PC BOARD ASSEMBLY 
Component Integrity 
One of the most significant problems observed in the 
operation was the integrity of the raw materials used in 
producing boards. Components received from parts vendors 
were found to be damaged, electrically bad, or mixed in 
their packages. A small percentage of defective parts 
yields major production problems, since some boards 
contain hundreds of parts. There are two problems related 
to component integrity; correction and detection of the 
problem. 
A great deal of handling is done on components 
before they ever reach the insertion process. At first 
they are received, where they are counted to check for 
completeness of orders. Then they are stored, retrieved, 
recounted, inspected for damage, and assembled into kits 
to make a group of 500 boards. Each of these steps adds 
another opportunity for loss, or damage of the 
components. 
There is currently no way to track the source of 
component problems. Through the implementation of more 
complete information systems, this information could 
first bo colloctod, and thon used to rectify problems 
oarly in tho procoas. 
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Component Preparation 
Currently there is a large number of operators who 
manually prepare parts for insertion. In many cases, the 
job could be done far more easily with the aid of 
automatic preparation devices. The company is building a 
robotic line for insertion of odd-formed components, and 
some preparation will be done automatically at the robot 
insertion cell. In cases where component preparation is 
not done, such as with DIP's, there is a need for 
straightening of leads before insertion. Bent leads on 
DIP components is a major contributor to rework in the 
plant at present. Parts are functionally good but one or 
more leads get bent over when being inserted. This is not 
always detected by the DIP insertion machine and must be 
detected visually before wave solder. For the human 
inspector this is a difficult job, and it was determined 
that these inspectors were only about 65% effective in 
spotting bent pins. Often this type of defect is not 
detected until final inspection, after a great deal of 
value has been added to the product. 
Component Testing 
A missing step in the process is compone·,t testing 
before insertion. 
soldered, it is 
replace tho part. 
Once a detective part is inserted and 
a costly and time consuming task to 
It all components, including tho bare 
22 
board, were tested for proper function before insertion, 
the amount of rework would drop significantly. Failures 
would be limited to process induced failures and not from 
defective incoming parts. The most logical place for this 
type of testing is at the site of insertion, in that no 
additional labor is involved. Feasibility of this idea 
will be discussed later in this paper. 
MACHINE DEPENDENT PROBLEMS 
Flexibility 
This plant uses dedicated insertion machinery built 
by a single vendor. Each piece of equipment is designed 
for the insertion of a specific type of component, and 
all tooling on the machine is geared towards that task. 
Board alignment tooling and fixturing has to be designed 
and built for each board type. Programs can be downloaded 
to the machine from a central host, but often the 
programs have to be modified to suit the particular 
geometry of each machine. 
No component preparation, such as lead forming and 
trim::iing, can bo dono on theso machines. Component 
tasting is done through a part verifier, which doos a 
simplo oloctrical tost on onch part. This ayatom has 
mechanical problom.s, ouch aa contacts that quickly woar 
out, and olactrical problo~a, ouch as not boing ablo to 
toat co=plox circuita. To do cocploto co=ponont taating 
23 
at the machine is not considered practical, but a 
proposal to do off-line component preparation and testing 
will be analyzed in Chapter 4 of this thesis. 
Setup/Changeover 
Changeover of the machine from one product to 
another requires exchange of several pieces, and manual 
adjustment of several others. It is a time consuming 
process, and requires qualified repair technicians. 
An analysis of the effect of setup time will be 
explored in chapter 4. The use of robotics for insertion 
of DIP components is one proposal that will reduce setup 
time by using fast change tooling. 
Finesse of Automatic Insertion Equipment 
Dedicated insertion machinery has limited sensor 
capability and therefore cannot always detect when a part 
has been improperly inserted. The machinery tends to 
force parts into position, and often damages leads when 
part orientation is not exactly right. This problem is 
addressed through replacement by robots, equipped with 
sensing capability in chapter 4. 
Reliability 
Although this machinery is very tast, it is prono to 
breakdowns, primarily bocause of mechanical complexity. 
In tho caao of the radial moch1nca, it waa found that tho 
avorngo upticc tor tho group ot machinoa was only 761, 
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this for machines that were less than one year old. The 
feasibility and benefits of preventative maintenance and 
a maintenance tracking system are explored in Chapter 4. 
INSPECTION ISSUES 
After all components are inserted, a visual check is 
made by human inspectors. This inspection was found to be 
only about 65% effective in detecting flaws, and so, many 
misinserted parts passed through the wave solder machine, 
and had to be removed. 
There is a need to improve the effectiveness of this 
inspection. In that rework on boards after soldering is 
much more costly than that done before, there is a great 
cost advantage in detecting these faults at this point in 
the process. 
To improve the process of inspection, a computer 
vision system is proposed which will inspect the 
underside of the board to detect missing pins. An 
analysis of the effectiveness of vision for QA is 
explored in Chapter 4. 
WORK IN PROCESS 
The plant being studied was less than a year old and 
did not have a system tor handling materials. Therefore, 
there was no practical way to control the amount ot work-
in-procoss at each step on the lino. Since tho cost ot 
holding work in procosa invontorioa can bo high, 
25 
information was collected to try and quantify the value 
of the WIP. 
The costs of WIP will be compared to the effect on 
production through use of the simulation models. 
INFORMATION ISSUES 
Much of the information needed to build simulation 
models for this line was not available during our visit. 
The main reason for this is that information is difficult 
to obtain in a highly manual operation without a system 
designed to carry out data collection and summary 
reporting. One good example was the frequency of parts 
misinsertion on the automatic insertion machines. It is 
not practical to ask the operator of the machine to log 
every misinsertion and it's cause, especially since the 
average was later determined to be 600 per day per 
machine, but this information was vital in building the 
simulation model of the line. This information was 
collected by manual observation over several visits to 
the facility. 
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USE OF COMPUTER MODELS FOR ANALYZING PROCESS 
~ ~ AND PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS 
Any changes made in the process will affect most of 
the processes that follow it and even some that precede 
it. These relationships should be well understood when 
making decisions involving significant capital 
expenditures or process changes. To properly analyze the 
process and any proposed process changes, mathematical 
models were created. By using these models, many 
scenarios were analyzed without the need for physically 
building or changing the system. In many cases it was 
found that improving one aspect of the operation would 
create problems in several other areas. Through 
iteration, a balanced line was identified with 
significant improvement in performance. 
A simulation model of the line was constructed using 
the SLAM simulation language. This model provides a good 
estimation of the dynamics of the interaction of the 
system components by including the effects ot breakdowns, 
misinserted parts, and build up of work in process. 
A spreadsheet cost model was also created, which 
uses the results of tho simulation runs to calculate the 
e!foct on changes in tho cost per board. This model 
allows simultanoouo display of any two scenarios, with a 
auwaary ot coato at tho ond. All of tho sourcou of cost 
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incurrance and cost savings are considered, and different 
scenarios can be recalculated rapidly. 
SIMULATION AND SLAM 
The SLAM language was used to create the simulation 
model of the line. This language is FORTRAN based, and 
allows the user to create a network of discrete 
processing steps that approximate the actual operation of 
each piece of production equipment. 
In order to create a realistic model of this 
process, large amounts of specific information on the 
operation of each machine were required. During the study 
tour of the existing PC board facility information was 
collected such as: 
l. Complete log books of downtime records for each 
machine for a six month time horizon, which gave us 
information on the time between failure and time to 
repair for each machine and the reasons for shutdowns. 
2. Time trials for ideal cycle time of each process 
step. This included detailed information on tho breakdown 
of time tor each stop in the operation. 
3. Frequency or operator attention at each machine. £very 
time that the machine stopped which did not roquiro a 
tochnicinn to !ix was considorod to tit into thia 
category. Typical causes or thooo ohutdowna woro 
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misinserted parts, machine jams, or lack of parts. This 
aspect of operation is isolated in the models. 
4. Vendor data on machine performance to make 
correlations between stated and actual performance of 
each machine. 
s. Information on material handling procedures, lot 
sizes, and magazine capacities at each station. 
In addition, discussions with all of the line 
supervisors, and many of the machine operators were 
conducted to get a good picture of what were the most 
pressing production problems. This gave us a set of 
guidelines for which to propose improvements to the line. 
SIMULATION MODELING - GENERAL 
Three models were created during the course of 
simulation work. The line was broken into logical 
areas, such as insertion, solder, and test processes. In 
this was the models could be used for analysis of each 
activity. Each model was designed for integration into a 
comprehensive plant model. 
The three models that were created were: 
l. Automatic Insertion Line model. This model included 
the DIP, vco, and Radial automatic insertion machines. 
Axial sequencers were considered to bo component 
preparation machines and were not included in this =odol. 
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2. Odd-form Robotic Insertion Line Model. This is a line 
of 7 robots of the SCARA type that are currently being 
equipped for the insertion of odd- form parts, such as 
connectors and crystals. This line uses a non-synchronous 
conveyor system with robots spaced equally along it's 
length. The line also includes four stations for human 
operators, two for insertion and repair tasks, two for 
inspection. 
3. Test Line Model. The third model simulates a line 
which provides material transport and storage between the 
board testing machines, and rework, debugging, and 
bracket assembly stations. At the start of the line are 
the soldering and board cleaning machines, and at the end 
of the line, final inspection and packaging. From here 
the finished product leaves the line and is shipped to 
the customer. For purposes of the analysis done in this 
thesis, this model will not be used but is included in 
the thesis of B. Saylor, 'A Testing strategy for PC 
Boards'. A description of this model is included in 
Appendix A for reference. 
A description of the Automatic Insertion model and 
the Robotic Insertion model follows. 
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AUTOMATIC INSERTION MODEL 
This model consists of the set of automatic 
insertion machines, including the DIP, VCD, and radial 
machines but excludes the axial sequencers. The layout of 
the line is shown in Figure a. The model was designed 
with a maximum amount of flexibility, so that it could 
easily and quickly be modified to test a wide number of 
possible variations. To facilitate rapid change, the set 
of key variables was extracted from the model and was 
placed in a table at the end of the SLAM code. Listed 
below is a set of assumptions used in creating the model. 
1. The model was designed to allow quick changes of key 
parameters. First, the number of machines of each type 
could be varied. Below is the range of each type machine: 
Machine~ 
DIP machines 
vco machines 
Radial mach's 
Min 
1 
l 
1 
Max 
16 
10 
10 
It was assumed that this would be the maximum number 
ot each machine that would be required within a two-to-
fiva year planning horizon for tho plant being dosignod. 
Those numboro wore oatablishod by doing a rough capacity 
analysis boforo conntruction of tho modol. 
Jl 
DIP 
DIP 
YCO 
DIP 
AUfc::MTIC JH$0TlCH ECUIPtC.NT 
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2. It was assumed that raw boards would be delivered in 
magazines at the front of the line as required by the DIP 
machines. The line does not run out of either boards or 
components. 
3. Two variations of the model were created. The first 
model allows queue sizes of full magazines at each 
machine to be unlimited. This model was used to find a 
good line balance. A second variation of the model was 
constructed to allow buffer size constraints, so that WIP 
levels and their effect on production could be evaluated. 
The number of magazines in the system was also set up as 
a constraint to test for contention problems. 
4. Data on machine downtime due to breakdowns was 
collected from a set of maintenance log books. Six months 
of downtime information for each machine was reduced into 
histogram form and was then entered into a program 
written by c. Valenzuela which allowed us to test the 
data against several distributions. The output of the 
program was the appropriate distribution, with mean time 
for each type of event, a standard deviation, and Chi-
squared tost results for goodness ot fit of tho data to 
the distribution. It was found that time to failure and 
time to repair fit woll into an exponential distribution, 
for all throo typos ot machines. Listed bolow aro tho 
roaulta of tho data reduction procaao tor tho oxisting 
ll 
process: 
Performance of AI Machines in Existing Plant 
Machine MTBF MTTR 
DIP 
VCD 
Radial 
147.5 min 24.2 min. 
134.0 21.0 
155.8 32.2 
Note: MTBF =meantime between failure 
MTTR =meantime to repair 
5. No comprehensive data was available on minor breakdown 
frequency at the insertion machines. Minor breakdowns are 
instances which require only operator attention for 
repair. 
In order to properly quantify this type of 
disturbance, a number of observations were made during 
the study trip. Measurements were made by recording time 
data, and the data was reduced to fit a distribution in 
the same manner as the downtime information. This 
parameter was isolated from machine breakdowns so that 
enhancements such as off-line component preparation and 
testing of components could be analyzed tor thoir offocts 
on production. 
6. In tho lino boing studied raw material and WIP lo 
moved manually on carts. In tho modol this oyotoa iu 
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simulated, which allows a magazine from any DIP machine 
to be delivered to any VCD machine, and a magazine from 
any VCD machine to any radial machine. 
From observations at the plant, the transit time 
between stations was set at one minute. Material handling 
consumes a minor portion of total time in system for the 
board, and a formal system would not increase or reduce 
this significantly. Figure 9 shows the flow of material 
through the line as modeled. 
Reports From the Automatic Insertion Model 
A set of reports is generated after every run of the 
model. A sample report can be found in Appendix B. The 
following is the set of information generated in the 
output reports: 
1. An echo report of all input parameters. 
2. Queue sizes, including mean queue size and standard 
deviation, and minimum and maximum queue size over the 
time span specified. 
3. Utilization of each machine group. Specifics such as 
number of shutdowns, and duration of shutdowns are 
tabulated tor major and minor shutdowns. These arc 
represented in statistical form, showing minimum and 
maximum, and moan time botwoen failures and timo to 
repair. 
4, Number of boards =ado at oach machino group, and tho 
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minimum, maximum, and mean time in system for the boards. 
5. Histograms of major and minor downtime information. 
ODD-FORM ROBOTIC INSERTION MODEL 
This model was built to serve two functions, the 
first being the simulation of a line being built to 
insert odd form components, and secondly, to act as a 
test bed for the design and planning of a new line using 
robots to insert DIP components. 
The line consists of seven IBM 7540 SCARA type 
robots equipped with specialized hand tooling to insert 
odd form components into the boards after they arrive 
from the automatic insertion area. Connecting the seven 
stations is a non-synchronous conveyor system which 
conveys pallets containing single boards between stations 
on an independent basis. The speed of this conveyor is 55 
feet per minute, and the length of the conveyor is 90 
feet. There is a return conveyor which returns empty 
pallets to the start of the line. The layout of the line 
is shown in Figure 10, the logical flow of material in 
Figure 11. 
ot interost was the modeling of the capability to 
ca~ry out error correction and task rescheduling during 
broakdowns. It is this capability which makes this lino 
diftorcnt troo tho-dodl~~tod innortion oquipmnnt. 
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Description of Robot Cells 
1. Loading Robot. The first robot on the line takes 
boards one at a time from a magazine and places the board 
on an empty pallet. Once this is successfully done, the 
pallet moves to the next station. If the board does not 
successfully mount on the pallet, it is placed in a 
discard area. The robot will then get another board and 
try again. After three unsuccessful tries, the operator's 
attention is summoned, and the robot stops. 
2. Five Assembly Robots. Each of the next five stations 
inserts a set of three parts into the board. Each station 
contains parts preparation and presentation devices such 
as vibrating bowl feeders and DIP stick handlers. Each 
bowl feeder is designed specifically for one part. There 
is equipment at each station that does simple electrical 
tests, and lead preparation, such as the straightening 
and cutting of leads. since no under-the-board lead 
clinching is done on this line, the leads of some parts 
are pre-shaped with a crimp before insertion to keep them 
from falling out in later operations. This eliminates the 
need for programmable clinching mechanisms under the 
board. 
One of the advantages of using robotics for 
insertion is adaptation to error situations. Tho robot is 
capable ot sensing improper insertion and can discard tho 
part, got anothor part, and retry tho insortion. It a!tor 
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three tries the part is not inserted, a technician is 
alerted, and the board is passed on to the next station 
unfinished. This is simulated in the model by a 
distribution of insertion times. 
3. Manual Insertion stations. If one robot station goes 
down for any reason, the work of that robot will be done 
by manual insertion stations at a point following the 
last robot station. If more than one station goes down, 
the entire line will shut down. It is assumed that the 
manual stations never break down. 
4. Quality Assurance stations. As a final check before 
soldering, each board is visually inspected for 
completeness, proper lead lengths, and visible cosmetic 
defects. This is done by human inspectors, and two 
stations have been provided at the end of the line for 
this purpose. 
s. Unloading Robot Station. The last station on the line 
reloads the finished boards into another magazine. This 
is considered an intermediate step of process 
development; this robot will directly load boards into 
the wave soldering machine in the future. 
Assumptions used in Building Odd-form Insertion Model 
Aa with tho first modal, it was desired to make tho 
modal as flexible as possible, so that it could bo usod 
to teat many aituationa. For thiu modal, howovor, thoro 
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was no running system to take measurements against for 
building the model. Characterizing the model was done by 
gathering information from the vendors of the equipment, 
and from the systems house building the system. Two trips 
were made to the systems house to gather a set of design 
and process data, and to view some of the equipment and 
tooling. The assumptions that made in building this model 
are listed below: 
Assumptions used in Creation Of the Odd-form Line Model 
1. Reliability information: Robot cells were estimated to 
have 98% uptime. Mean time to failure was estimated to be 
24 hours based on information from performance of similar 
cells in the existing operation. Mean time to repair 
would be 2t of a day or about 28 minutes. A triangular 
distribution is used to simulate breakdowns, with a min 
of 600 minutes, mode of 1440, and max of 2280 minutes. 
2. Since the robots are capable of retrying when 
misinsertions occur, a distribution tor each insertion 
cell's cycle time was approximated on the basis of 
expected problems. It was shown from trial runs that 
about one part in about 100 would not insert on first 
try. A triangular distribution was used at tho insertion 
stations with a minimum of 19.2, mode time ot 19.5 and 
maximum time of 30 aoconda. 
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3. Cycle times for the robot loader and unloader follow 
similar schemes, with the exception that cycle times are 
shorter at these stations. cycle time for these cells was 
calculated to have a mean of 15 seconds, with a minimum 
of 12 seconds, and a maximum of 30 seconds. 
4. Queue lengths are limited by the length of the 
conveyor section between each station. This length can be 
specified for each station. When a station's input queue 
fills, the preceding station is blocked and must wait for 
the next station before proceeding to work on it's next 
board. 
s. It is assumed that there are always boards available 
at the front of the line. When the models are 
integrated, the supply of boards will come from the 
automatic insertion line. 
6. Time in system for each board is calculated from the 
time the board is removed from the input magazine until 
the time it is successfully placed in the output magazine 
at the end of the line. 
7. Transfer times between stations are considered to be 
constant and were calculated from the known fixed speed 
ot the conveyor system, and the spacing ot the robots 
along the conveyor system. 
8. Rework and QA Manual stations: A docision rule for who 
goto tho next board was chosen such that tho station with 
tho loaot process tico quouod gota tho next board. Thin 
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presumes that the routing of boards past each station is 
done by the conveyor controller. 
A sample report from the output of this model is 
included in the Appendix c. 
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COST MODEL FOR TESTING PROCESS ALTERNATIVES 
Through use of the simulation model, we were able to 
get a good picture of how the line operates under various 
conditions. For purposes of decision making, this model 
needs to be supplemented with a cost model which will 
weigh the performance gains versus the costs incurred by 
making the changes. Using a popular computer spreadsheet 
program, a model has been made, which can be used with 
information taken directly from the simulation run 
results. 
To properly analyze the costs and benefits of 
certain line changes, all factors should be considered 
simultaneously. For example, when adding equipment to 
test electrical components prior to their insertion, the 
added costs of capitalization of the equipment, as well 
as the costs of additional labor has to weighed against 
the improvements in line throughput, reduction of rework 
cost, and generation of scrap product. 
It was with the goal ot analyzing all these 
variables at once that the cost model was assembled. The 
cost ot the finished board is calculated from tho point 
that components enter the plant until tho timo tho board 
is inspoctod botoro aoldoring, and includes costo of 
reworking tho boards that tailed duo to problems caused 
in tho autoaatic inaortion dopartmont duo to eiainaortion 
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errors or electrically bad parts. 
List of Costs Considered in Model and Methods of Calculation 
The model was built to allow simultaneous comparison 
of any two scenarios, thus two exact copies of 
calculations are included in the spreadsheet program. 
Following each calculation is a report comparing the 
results of each run in terms of production output, with a 
listing of the input parameters, and savings incurred by 
one case over the other. In the following pages is a 
description of the calculation with sample results 
included in spreadsheet form. A summarized list of costs 
is listed below. 
summary of Components of Cost Model 
Inputs to Model 
Boards/day 
Number of Machines- DIP, VCD, Radial, Sequencers Misinsertions/day at each machine Downtime for the line Average Queue Lengths 
Calculated Costs 
Lot Size Effect on Throughput Work in Process Cost 
overhead Calculations 
-Floor Space Allocation 
-Energy 
-capital cost ot plant 
-security and tacility maintonanco 
-Management Cost 
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Calculation of Component costs by part type 
Cost of discarded misinserted parts 
Cost of electrically bad parts 
Rework Costs 
Maintenance costs 
Cost and savings of Component preparation 
Cost and savings of Component Testing 
Computer Vision costs and savings 
Capital cost for all equipment on line 
Direct Labor head count and cost 
summary Information 
summary of Options chosen 
Total cost/board 
Yearly production 
Net savings comparison 
Summary of costs by Department 
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DESCRIPTION OF COST MODEL CAPABILITIES 
This first section of the cost model is an input 
block where data is inserted from the simulation model. 
This includes: 
-number of DIP, VCD, Radial and Sequencer machines 
-number of boards produced during the run 
-number of misinsertions at each machine group 
-total hours of downtime per day 
-mean queue lengths for each machine group 
Also included is a query of whether queues were 
limited during each case. This information is not 
directly used in cost calculations, but is included in a 
summary report generated at the end of the model for 
information purposes. 
Input Block of Data From Automatic Insertion Run 
bd/day misins.hrs.down Mags 
Number of DIP Machines: 6 3150 1996 8.13 2.85 Number of vco machines: 5 3150 1997 11.31 1.03 Number of Radial Machines 3 3500 1834 11.08 0.15 Number of Sequencers: 2 
Buffers (l•yes,O•no) 1 Total AI machines: 16 How Many? 3 
Lot Size calculations 
Ono of tho subjects of interest in building this 
z:iodol was tho ottoct ot lot oizoa, and tho lont 
production timo incurred duo to machino chnngoovoro. To 
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test this case, the model provides a point where a 
decision can be made as to whether lot sizes are to be 
specified, by setting a •switch' to either 1 or o. If 
selected, the production rate will be degraded in 
proportion to the inputted lot size and setup time. This 
revised production rate is then used for the rest of the 
cost calculations. The number of AI operators, however, 
is not decreased, as they have to help in setting up 
their machines. Following is an example of this section. 
Lot size Calculation -
--- -
Setup Time For Line 
Lot size 
Changeovers/day Cale 
Net Hrs./Day Cale 
Min Lot size Required? 
Net Boards/day 
Boards/Day For calculations 
2.00 hr. 
5000 
0.00 
18.90 
O < This is set to 1 if 
3688 lot size is limited 
4000 
Work In Process Cost Calculation 
The next section calculates the carrying cost ot the 
work in process. The simulation model calculates the moan 
level ot WIP at each station; this information is used, 
together with tho calculated cost of tho board at oach 
stage to calculate tho dollar value of WIP on tho lino. 
The uaor of tho aodcl should ontor tho currant intorost 
rota for invontory. Thia is usod to calculate tho coot or 
carrying tho work in procoaa inventory. At thia atop, nnd 
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for each of the following cost calculations, the cost per 
board is calculated and displayed in the far right 
column. 
Work In Process Calculation 
wip$/bd bds/rnag ~ of WIP 
DIP's 15.00 44.00 1881. 00 VCD's 54.06 44.00 2450.00 Radials 67.06 25.00 251. 48 Total$ of WIP 4582.47 Cost of 
Inventory 0.15 687.37 
Boards per day 3500 
day/yr Bd./yr 
Boards per year 260 910000 Per Board WIP cost/board 0.0008 0.0008 
Overhead Calculations 
In order to approximate the overhead costs incurred 
by machinery in this area, costs are allocated on a per 
square foot basis. Inputs of per square foot costs for 
energy, capital cost of facilities, management and 
administration, and facilities maintenance are entered 
into the model from calculations done outside of this 
cost model. Then a calculation is made to determine how 
many square feet are being used, based on the current 
number of machines .n operation. From these inputs, the 
overhead cost per board is calculated using entered 
throughput of boards. 
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Floor Space Calculation Based~~ Number of Machines Used in the Line 
Note that square feet per machine is entered here. 
This number, 1000 square feet per machine, was determined 
on the basis of current layouts. 
sf/mach sf total Floor space usage 1000.00 16000.00 
overhead Calculations 
In the previous calculation, 
lliE. 200000 
floor space was 
allocated to the department on the basis of how many 
machines were in use. A set of overhead costs is listed 
below, with cost values based on a square foot basis. 
From this a total yearly cost is calculated for the 
department. This cost is distributed among the yearly 
production of boards. 
Overhead Cost Calculation 
Energy per sq. ft. Capital-bldg/yr/sf Security,janitor Management ($/yr) 1000000 
Total yrly $/sf 
1.00 
10.00 
1.50 
s.oo 
17.50 
overhead $/bd 
0.2198 
Calculation ot the Value of Components 2.!! each Board 
The parts count for each board type is entered in 
the following block of data. It was assumed that by using 
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an average cost per component, that this would serve as a 
good approximation in calculating costs incurred later 
through misinserted or electrically bad components. 
Per Board 
coiiip.cost 
DIP's 
Axials 
Radials 
Board 
Total net 
Component Cost Calculation - All good parts l Avg. $/pc Bd. §. - -
31.00 1.26 39.06 
65.00 0.20 13.00 
14.00 0.34 4.76 
15.00 
comp's/b 71.82 
Cost of Misinserted Parts Discarded in Insertion Process 
This calculation uses the number of misinsertions 
entered at the top of the model to determine the cost of 
discarded parts. It is assumed that these parts are 
discarded, since the cost of rehandling and lead 
straightening of the part exceeds the cost of a new part. 
Cost per part comes from the previous block of input 
data, and boards per day comes from the input of the 
number of boards passing through the radial machines. 
Cost of Parts Discarded Through Misinsertion 
DIP's 
VCD's 
Radials 
Num/day Cost!part bd/day 
3936.00 1.26 
3436.00 0.20 3500.00 
1834.00 0.34 
cost{bd 
.42 
0.20 
0.18 
cost ot lost mat'l/board 
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l. 7915 
Cost of Replacing Bad Parts on the Board 
This calculation takes into account the parts which 
are inserted but are electrically defective. The 
information about percent bad parts is extracted from 
test data generated at the ATE machine. This must be 
input by the user of the model. This information 
includes parts that had bent leads which were detected as 
bad by the ATE machine. 
cost of 
DIP 
VCD 
Radial 
Board 
Electrically Bad Parts on Each Board 
Bds./day ! Bad $/part ........... $/bd-bad 
1.00 1.26 0.0126 
3500.00 0.10 0.20 0.0002 
0.10 0.34 0.0003 
1.00 15.00 0.1500 
Cost of Reworking Board 
0.1631 
Rework costs are calculated only for the boards 
which contain electrically defective parts, with percent 
bad parts taken from the previous set of information. In 
the case of misinserted parts it is assumed that the 
repair is done by the machine operator at the time of 
misinsertion. 
Note that in the case of the DIP's, that the percent 
bad parts will be adjusted downward it component testing 
is chosen as an option. 
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! Of Bds. Requiring Rework due to Electrically Bad Parts 
DIP 
VCD 
Radial 
Pts/bd 
31.00 
65.00 
14.00 
% Bad 
- l. 00 
0.10 
0.10 
% Boards 
31.0000 
6.5000 
l. 4000 
Calculating the Cost of Rework 
The following calculation sums up the percentage of 
boards with bad parts, and using standards for rework 
performance, calculates the number of rework personnel 
needed to repair the volume of defective boards 
generated. The number of reworkers is rounded up by one 
operator. This is the total number of employees required 
on a three shift basis. For example, 25 reworkers are 
calculated here; this would be approximately 8 per shift. 
% Boards 
w/bad pts $/hr 
39.90 12,50 
Rework 
Bd/day Cost/bd Ops. Regd 56 0.3075 25 
Maintenance Overhead Cost Per Board Calculations 
----
0.9975 
Maintenance costs are allocated to this area on the 
basis of the number of hours reported from the simulation 
run. Input required for this calculation is the service 
rate for maintenance. The total hours of downtime is 
calculated from the data input tor each type of machine 
the start of the model. The number of boards per day is 
passed down as well. 
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Maintenance Cost per Board 
BDS/day Total hrs down 30.51 
service Rate/hr 18.00 3500.00 Maintenance Cost/Day 549.43 
Parts/day 800.00 
Component Insertion and Testing 
0.1569 
0.2025 
A section was built that would allow the user to add 
or subtract component preparation and testing functions. 
The costs of capitalization and operation of these 
systems is offset by improvements either in reduced 
rework, or reduced misinsertions. For the case of 
component preparation, improved performance of the 
automatic insertion machines is entered into the 
simulation model, and with the results of these runs, a 
direct cost comparison can be made as 
effectiveness of the improvements. 
to the 
There is a switch built in for each set of 
equipment, and can be set to either •1•, meaning that the 
equipment was available, or •0 1 meaning that the 
equipment was not used. The settings ot these switches 
will attect how the calculation is done tor rework, 
direct labor costs, and capital costs. Standards for 
throughput ot component prop and testing systems wore 
taken trom roprosontativo literature, as was tho 
approximate capital cost tor each pioco ot oquipmont. 
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The model calculates the number of required 
component prep or test stations required, and then 
calculates the cost per board, taking into account the 
state of the •switch' which was built in to signal 
whether these operations were being used in the run. 
capital cost for existing machinery is calculated in a 
later section of the cost model. 
Component Preparation and Testing l=yes Cost/ Pts./hr #Ops $/op-hr O=no Board 
4000 1 7.50 1 0.0548 
4300 1 8.00 0 0.0576 
component Preparation Component Testing 
Addition of Computer Vision for Assembly Inspection 
A significant expense is incurred in producing 
printed circuit boards in quality inspection. This is 
currently done using a large group of human visual 
inspectors, who only use their eyes and some magnifying 
devices. This method is not very effective. It is 
estimated that only about 651 of the defects in assembly 
are detected by these inspectors. New computer vision 
systems have been developed that are specifically 
designed to inspect PC boards. These systems inspect the 
underside ot tho board and chock !or misinserted parts 
botoro tho board is soldored. Typical inspection times 
is about 15 - 20 seconds. 
Tho modal allows this improvo~cnt to bo added, and 
through input ot vinion oyotom portor=nnco paramotaro, 
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the model calculates the number of inspection systems 
required to inspect all of the boards produced. From this 
information, the cost of capital for the equipment is 
calculated. It is assumed that the vision systems would 
not contribute any other savings other than the direct 
labor required to inspect boards. One operator per shift 
is allocated to each system. 
Addition of Computer Vision 
Cycle Time of Test(Min.) 
Number of systems Required 
Number of Operators Req,d 
For~ Inspection 
~in/bd bds/hr bds/day 
0.37 162.16 3324 
Installed For This Run? (l=yes,O=no) 
Capital Cost of On Line Equipment 
2 
6 
1 
In this section, the cost of capital is calculated 
automatic insertion machines, 
preparation and test machines, 
sequencers, component 
and computer vision 
systems. The number of machines are carried down from 
earlier entries, and aren't required to be entered here. 
In the case of the component prep and test equipment, and 
vision systems, the same logic used in determining the 
cost of running the equipment is used in determining the 
total capital cost. If the flags were set, the number of 
machines calculated in that section are added to the 
total capital cost. 
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Capital Costs of Line Machinery- AI, Component Prep/Test Cap.§. l Mach Int! §.IE DIP 120000 6 108000 VCD & Sequencers 85000 7 89250 Radial 140000 3 15.00 63000 Component Prep 20000 2 6000 Component Test 100000 3 45000 Vision Systems 90000 2 27000 
Total Machine Capital Cost 
Cost per board 
Direct Labor - Insertion 
338250 
0.3252 
A calculation of all direct labor used in the 
for the previous operations is calculated in the 
following lines. The number of AI operators is taken from 
the sum calculated at the beginning of the model. Quality 
assurance costs are included here and are calculated 
based on a standard number of inspected boards per hour, 
which is input at this point. This number is set to zero 
if computer vision is used. The same type of calculation 
is made for the required number of rework personnel. 
Earlier in the model, a calculation of the number of 
boards requiring repair is made. Using this information, 
together with the standard value for repair per hour per 
rework employee, the number of reworkers is calculated. 
Inputs required at this point are the service rates for 
AI, QA, and vision system operators,and rework personnel. 
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Direct Labor - Insertion bd/day # of AI Operators QA Opers if No Comp Vision 140 
Computer Vision 
# of Reworkers 56 
Component Test/Prep Operators 
Total 3 Shift Employment 
#wkrs 
48 
29 
6 
9 
15 
78 
$/hr $/day 
11. 00 4224. 00 
10.00 o.oo 
10.00 480.00 
12.50 900.00 
5604.00 
Direct Labor Cost/Board 
Total Cost/board - Case 1 
1.40 
51.80 
Summary of Comparison of Two cases 
At this point, all pertinent costs have been 
calculated on a per board basis. The following report 
extracts the summary information on total costs per 
board, and total production, and does cost comparisons so 
that a quick judgment can be made regarding the value of 
the proposed line changes. 
su~.mary B_! Comparison of Two cases 
Options 
case l 
case 2 
CopPrp ComTst ~ Vis LtSZY/N,Size BufLim? QLeng 
3 l 1 l O 5000 l 0 O O 1 5000 l 3 
Total Board Cost case l $ 53.09 Total Board Cost Case 2 $ 51.80 
Yearly Production Case 1 Boards/yr 84786') Yearly Production Case 2 Boards/yr 1047860 
Total Costs Caso 1 $ 43867010 Total Costa Case 2 $ 55008977 
Selling Prico / Board $ 60.00 
Tho aolllng prico par board must bo input .Jt thio 
point. It &hould bo notod that ao::a cootn, such aa 
to1tin9 ot boarda, havo not boon includad in tho aodcl, 
so that the any other pertinent costs should be 
subtracted from the selling price if this is to be a fair 
comparison. An assumption was made that all production 
can be sold, and so no limit is placed on production 
requirement. 
Gross Profit Case 1 
Gross Profit Case 2 
Net Increase in Profits Case2 - easel 
Minimum Production savings 
$ 7870857 
$ 8777015 
$ 906158 
$ 93755 
In trying to provide a second means of comparison, 
the two cases are compared by calculating the net profit 
per board using the fixed production output of Case 1. 
Thus it is assumed for this calculation that the desired 
output for the line is limited to case 1 output, and for 
case two the line would remain idle after this level of 
production is reached. In setting up the comparisons, the 
case with the lower production throughput was entered 
into case l. 
Also included in the summary report is a list of 
costs by department for each of the two cases. A sample 
printout of this report is included in the Appendix o. 
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CALCULATIONS DONE IN ANALYZING PROCESS ALTERNATIVES 
Now that the process is well understood, and two 
computer models are completed, the process will be 
analyzed both from the standpoint of process improvements 
and process changes. The first use of the models came in 
sizing the equipment needed for the construction of a 
new board plant. For this analysis, data on the existing 
process was used together with product data to calculate 
the amount of equipment needed. 
In analyzing the process for improvements, a 
sensitivity analysis was performed on the simulation 
model. Four parameters were checked; 
-machine stoppage due to breakdowns,and the time to 
repair, 
- machine stoppagq due to parts problems, and the 
time to repair those problems 
From 
established 
this analysis a set of priorities was 
which helped in determining where the 
greatest opportunities for improvement were. A set of 
process improvements and changes were proposed for 
analysis and are listed below: 
Process Improvements 
-Ott Line Component Preparation 
-oft Lino Componont Tosting 
-computer Vision for Inopoction of Populated Boards 
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Before the Colder Process 
-Robots for the Insertion of DIP Components 
Process Changes 
-Number of Machines to achieve Line Balance 
-Effect of Lot Size on Line Performance 
-Effect of Setup Time on Line Performance 
-Analysis of Work in Process Costs vs. Line 
Performance 
Each of these process variables will be analyzed in 
this chapter. For each one, effects on line performance 
will be checked through use of the simulation model. 
Cost effectiveness of each proposed change will be tested 
through the cost model to see if it is justified for 
implementation in the process. 
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DETERMINATION OF LINE BALANCE FOR AUTOMATIC INSERTION 
------- -- --
As the simulation models were being created, there 
was a need for equipment selection for a new and similar 
plant to the one studied. The criteria for plant capacity 
was 75000 boards per month. Parts counts for the product 
line were known. By doing hand calculations it was 
determined that 4 DIP machines, 4 VCD machines, and 2 
radial machines were needed. 
When the simulation model was run, it was found that 
only 3 DIP and 3 VCD machines, and two radial machines 
were needed. Therefore, by knowing the dynamics of the 
interactions of the machines on the line, the cost of two 
machines was saved, and a better line balance the result. 
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE AUTOMATIC INSERTION LINE THROUGH USE OF THE SIMULATION MODEL ~-
There are several key variables in the simulation 
model of the automatic insertion line that were of 
interest in proposing changes to the process. In order to 
determine where the greatest opportunities were, the 
model was subjected to a sensitivity analysis to 
individually test each variable. 
Four key variables were tested: 
-Major breakdown mean time between failure 
-Major breakdown mean time to repair 
-Minor breakdown mean frequency per board 
-Minor breakdown mean time to repair 
Each variable was changed in the model while the 
others were kept at the initial value. The variable was 
improved by 10%, then 20%, 50%, and 100% in some cases. 
In order to compare the sensitivity of each, two 
benchmark runs were made. The first was a run at the 
initial values, and the second was run with no major or 
minor breakdowns whatsoever. A calculation ot the 
percentage of the ideal case was calculated for each of 
the sensitivity runs. 
The results of tho runs gave tho following ordor of 
sensitivity. 
breakdown 
Tho most sensitive variable was ~inor 
frequency. This yioldad tho groatost 
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improvement of production per increment of variable 
improvement. The order of sensitivity follows: 
1.) Minor breakdown time between failure 
2.) Minor breakdown time to repair 
3.) Major breakdown time to repair 
4.) Major breakdown time between failure 
RESULTS OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
Percent Improvement: 10% 20% 
Major Breakdown MTBF 57.0 59.2 
Major Breakdown MTTR 
Major MTBF & MTTR 
Minor Breakdown MTBF 
Minor Breakdown MTTR 
Minor MTBF & MTTR 
All Four Varied 
57.3 58.0 
58.l 58.9 
59.2 
57.4 
61.8 
62.0 
59.3 
64.2 
65.1 
50% 
59.7 
60.4 
62.5 
66.7 
65.5 
74.2 
80.9 
80% 
60.4 
77.3 
75.8 
82.4 
92.9 
100% 
60.9 
82.5 
82.5 
82.5 
100 
This table compares each run with the theoretical 
maximum case - that with no major or minor shutdowns. 
Thus each other case is expressed as a percentage of the 
maximum potential case. A bar graph, Figure 12, shows the 
improvement in performance for each of the four variables 
tested, and verifies tho order of sensitivity of each. 
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESULTS OF THE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
Now we have a better understanding of how sensitive 
the line is to fluctuations of the key variables. From 
this knowledge, a connection is drawn to the factors that 
influence the performance of the line. In the following 
pages, each variable that was tested in the sensitivity 
analysis will be discussed, and a list of possible 
means of improvement will be developed. 
Minor Time Between Failure 
The sensitivity analysis showed this to be the most 
sensitive variable tested. Some of the causes of this 
type of failure are: 
-Parts arrive at the machine with bent pins and are 
not insertable 
-The machine bends pins while inserting the part 
into the board. 
-The machine stops due to a lack of components 
-A part is verified as defective and must be removed 
by the operator 
-The board is not properly registered when conveyed 
into the machine 
-The machine stops due to power interruption, or 
operator intervention 
Observations showed that the frequency ot tailuros 
occurred in tho ordor that they havo boon listed obovo. 
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The major contributor to machine stoppage is parts 
arriving at the machine with bent pins. Knowing this, an 
investigation will be made of: 
-component preparation machinery 
-component testing equipment 
Other possibilities for improvement will come from: 
-modifications to the insertion machinery 
-reduced handling of component parts before the 
insertion stage. 
-investigation into quality problems with bare 
boards 
Minor Time to Repair 
The sensitivity analysis also showed this variable 
to be highly sensitive. Minor time to repair is a 
function 
defective 
stopped. 
of how fast the operator can 
or restart the machine 
seems to be a finite 
part, 
There 
retrieve the 
once it has 
limit to the 
improvement that can be made, since the machine needs to 
be opened up, the cause of shutdown determined, 
corrections made, and then restart. 
In tho aonsitivity, this variable was only tested up 
to an improvccont ot SOI, which aooms to boa practical 
limit. Thia would oquato to a moan timo to repair or 10 
soconds. Ioprovomonts will co=o from aubtlo changoa, such 
au: 
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-better machine access 
-better machine diagnostics so that the operator 
instantly knows where to look for the fault 
-better operator training 
Major Breakdown Time Between Failure 
There are many good possibilities for improvement 
here, since downtimes run as high as 28% (for the radial 
machines). Once again, there is probably a limit to the 
amount of improvement possible here, primarily because 
the machines are so mechanically complex. A good target 
for improvement is 90% for the DIP and vco machines, and 
about 82-85% for the Radial, due to it's increased 
complexity. 
Ways to achieve these improvements: 
-study the tradeoff between taking productive time 
to do preventative maintenance, and the improvement 
in net uptime of the machines 
-Improved Repair training 
-Train operators to do more preventative 
maintenance, rotating during breaks 
-Build a maintenance tracking systom, to identify 
tho frequency of spocitic failures 
-Improve the machinos through uso of improvod 
matoriala tor high woar par-i:a 
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Major Time To Repair 
Although this variable was shown to be the least 
sensitive of the variable tested, there are good 
opportunities available, which can be implemented rather 
easily, and at low cost. 
Some ways to improve time to repair: 
-A signaling system that can alert the repairmen 
quickly when a breakdown occurs, and diagnose the 
problem. 
-Improved repair training 
-Maintenance information system, track most common 
failures 
-Modification of machines for quick replacement of 
high wear parts, better serviceability 
From this sensitivity analysis, a list of potential 
improvements has been collected. The following will be 
investigated further through model analysis. In summary 
these are: 
1. Minor Time Between Failure: 
-component Preparation machines 
-component Testing machines 
-Robotics for DIP insertion 
2. Minor Time to Repair 
-use of Robotics for DIP insertion 
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE COST MODEL 
------ ----- -- -- --- ---
From the cost model, a set of priorities for the 
greatest cost savings were determined. Knowing the 
importance of each cost helped in choosing those 
improvements that had the best potential. The following 
list details the greatest savings potential from the list 
of costs considered in the model: 
Areas for Greatest Cost savings 
1. Direct Labor 
2. Misinserted Parts discarded 
3. Maintenance and Spare Parts 
4. overhead allocated to the Department 
5. capital Expense 
6. cost of Replacing Electrically Bad Parts 
7. Work in Process carrying cost 
$/Board 
$2.09 
$0.65 
$0.35 
$0.26 
$0.18 
$0.16 
$0.004 
A bar chart, Figure 13, follows this page, which 
lists these costs for comparison. 
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INVESTIGATION OF OFF-LINE COMPONENT PREPARATION 
BEFORE INSERTION PROCESSES 
A major cause of misinserted parts is due to parts 
damaged before arriving at the insertion machines. Since 
the pins on the parts must be straight in order to be 
properly inserted, they should be received as good or 
prepared before insertion. There are two places where 
this can be facilitated. The first is through off line 
component preparation devices, the second is by 
preparation at the machine itself. The current machines 
have only a limited capability to prepare the parts for 
insertion, and due to the complexity of the machine, 
modification of the machine to perform the preparation of 
parts is difficult. 
The most obvious fix to this problem is to demand 
better quality, but in the electronics industry there are 
problems in simply securing a steady supply of these 
parts due to a high demand. 
In order to affect a timely solution to this 
problem, pre-insertion component preparation machinery 
is being analyzed. By choosing this option, additional 
costs of direct labor and capital outlay will be 
required. These costs have been incorporated in the cost 
model described in Chapter 3. Through running ot the 
simulation model, the benefits, such as improved 
throughput woro analyzed. 
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Component preparation machinery is most easily 
implemented for the DIP components, and so analysis was 
done only for these parts. In running the simulation 
model it was assumed that by implementing component 
preparation, that the insertion rate for the DIP's would 
improve to the manufacturer's specifications, a rate of 
99.7% The same number of machines were used for each 
run; 3 DIP's, 3 VCD's, and 3 radial machines, and the 
maximum queue lengths were set at 9 magazines. 
Listed below are the results of both the simulation 
and the cost model. 
Benchmark Run 
No Component Prep 
Misinsertions 1996/day 
Boards/day 3326 
Cost/Board $51.84 
Approx. Yearly 
Net savings 
Additional 
Personnel 
Capital 
outlay 
Pa1back (S mple) 
l 
Component Prep 
Instituted 
664 
3422 
$51.29 
$480000 
$40000 
l month 
It was found through tho simulation run that tho 
utilization or tho DIP machinos was low, due to thoir 
improved inoortion porformanco. Intcrontingly, tho not 
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personnel requirement dropped by one person. The 
increased need for operators of the component prep 
equipment is more than offset by the decrease in need for 
rework personnel. 
An additional run was made, taking one of the DIP 
machines off the line. Daily production dropped to 3106 
boards per day, a loss of 300 boards per day. Cost per 
board increased slightly from $51.29 to $51.31 due 
primarily to the loss of production output, so the 
decision to remove the third DIP machine is not 
justified. 
A third run was made to see the effects of adding 
VCD's and radial machines to rebalance the line. A 
dramatic improvement in throughput was gained by adding 
one each of the VCD and radial machines, to a total of 3 
DIP, 4 VCD, and 3 radial machines. Production improved 
from 3326 daily to 4538, and cost per board improved to 
$51.10, a savings ot $0.72 per board. It should be noted 
that the improvement in per board price is highly reliant 
on the ability to sell the increased volume of the 
board. 
On tho baais ot this analysis it is highly 
recommended that pro-insertion component preparation bo 
iDplooontcd in this process. 
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INVESTIGATION OF OFF-LINE COMPONENT TESTING SYSTEMS 
BEFORE THE INSERTION PROCESS 
When an electrically bad part is inserted into a 
board, the defect cannot be detected until after the 
board is soldered and tested. When this occurs, the board 
must be reworked and the bad part unsoldered and 
replaced. This adds a significant cost to the board and 
raises the possibility of damage to the board itself. 
Without component testing, no information is 
gathered concerning component quality until after the 
board is soldered. With the current time in process for 
product, this can mean a lapse of 2 to 3 days. In cases 
where bad lots of components are received, it is possible 
that every one of these parts will be soldered into a 
board before the first bad part is detected. 
Using Pre-Insertion Component Test Equipment 
An off-line component test system for DIP components 
is proposed for further analysis. Component testing 
provides information about part quality at the most 
critical point in the process - before parts are released 
to the line. 
Component test systems consist of a computer 
controlled test set, a set of part test programs, and an 
automhted parts feeding and sorting system. These systems 
are moro capable thnn componont vorifiors, and can do 
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complete tests on the most complex parts being used. 
Verifiers cannot test the total function of parts such as 
microprocessors. 
Stress testing can be done with little extra cost or 
difficulty. stress tests raise the temperature of the 
part to the top end of it's performance range. Marginal 
parts will fail and can be sorted out at this point. 
These same parts may have passed successfully through the 
component verifier, only to fail while passing through 
the solder process. 
In addition to finding electrically bad parts, the 
component tester will find all cases of backwards parts, 
and wrong part numbers within each tube. 
Component Test Model Analysis 
Simulation Model 
Component test sets will not do any component 
preparation, but will successfully find over 90\ of all 
electrically bad parts. It will also find all backwards 
and wrong part numbers. For the model, it was determined 
that minor breakdowns would decrease by 201 to account 
cases where the verifier would have found the backwards 
and wrong vGluo parts. All othor paramotors of the model 
remain tho sa=o. 
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Cost Model 
Since over 90% of the electrically bad parts are 
detected by the component tester, it was determined that 
rework due to bad DIP components would decrease by the 
same amount. 
calculations. 
This is reflected in cost model 
Results of Analysis of Component Testing of DIP 
components 
No Comp 
Testing 
Component 
Testing 
Boards/Day 3326 3286 
Cost/Board($) $51. 84 $51.67 
Direct Employees 78 75 
Net savings $145000 
capital Expense $200000 
Payback(simple) 17 months 
Six additional operators were required to run the 
test systems; two systems were required, run for three 
shifts. With the addition ot the systems, however, came a 
reduction in the nood tor rework operators, from 24 to 
16, and a docroaso in tho number ot QA operators, from 24 
to 23. Thus porsonnol roquiromonts reduced by l trom 78 
to 75 parsons. 
Tho output ot tho simulation codol WAD slightly 
lowor, 3286 va. 3326 boordo/day without t.ha ayatocs. It 
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is expected that the outputs should be approximately the 
same, longer model runs could verify this. 
A net savings of $145000 was netted on a capital 
investment of $200000, a simple payback in 17 months. 
What cannot be quantified in this analysis is the value 
of better component information early in the process or 
the possibility of returning bad parts to the vendor 
after testing. Should the value of these parts be 
recovered, the net savings would increase to $411000 / 
year. 
With a payback period of 17 months, this alternative 
is a reasonable investment. When it is considered that 
the information collected by this system will aid in the 
development of an integrated information system the 
adoption of this method is highly recommended. 
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INVESTIGATION OF A COMPUTER VISION SYSTEM FOR QUALITY INSPECTION BEFORE THE SOLDER PROCE~ 
At the point following the insertion of odd form 
components, a visual inspection is done to check for the 
presence of all components and their proper insertion. 
The inspector looks at the bottom of the board to scan 
for any missing leads. This inspector is only about 65% 
effective in finding missing or bent leads, and so many 
of these defects get soldered into the board. 
A computer vision system for the inspection of the 
underside of the board is proposed to replace the human 
inspectors. The proposed system compares each hole in the 
board with a pre-specified list to check for the proper 
presence or absence of leads. Stated performance of this 
system is over 90% for detecting missing leads. The cycle 
time for the system is 15 seconds for inspection and 7 
seconds for board conveyance. 
No additional simulation runs were made for this 
analysis, since the system is not included in the model. 
The cost model, however, calculates all information on 
equipment needs and QA personnel from the production and 
quality data. The data used for this comparison was the 
benchmark run ot tho line without any improvements. It 
was calculated that two v1n1on systems would be rqquirod 
Cor currant production noods. An operator is included to 
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each system. 
Results of Cost Model Analysis= Computer Vision for QA 
No Computer Computer Vision Vision 
Boards/Day 3326 3326 
Cost/Board $51. 84 $51.44 
Direct Employees 78 60 
Net savings $347000 
Capital Expense $200000 
Payback(simple) 7 months 
The greatest savings came from the reduction in head 
count for the line. Two vision systems replace 24 QA 
inspectors. Six system operators are required to tend the 
new machines. Payback is achieved in 7 months. In this 
analysis were claimed only for the reduction of QA 
personnel, none for reduction of rework, which should be 
substantial. Another benefit will come with the 
integration of this hardware into a system. The computer 
stores data on tho location of the faults on each board. 
This information can bo integrated with that !roe tho 
board tasting function to create a unified data base of 
rework diagnostic data and on cauaos and aovority ot 
board dotoct typos. 
on tho bnaia ot this nnolyaia, adoption ot cocputor 
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vision systems 
recommended. 
for board inspection is highly 
ANALYSIS OF THE COMBINED EFFECT OF COMPONENT PREPARATION, TESTING, AND COMPUTER VISION ON QUALITY OF PRODUCTS THROUGH THE LINE 
--------
It has been determined that component preparation 
and testing, and computer vision for board inspection 
are all justified as improvements to the PC board 
assembly process. To test the effectiveness of these 
systems on the number of part defects passing through the 
line, a set of calculations was performed both with and 
without the improvements in place. 
The effectiveness of each system on reducing the 
number of mechanical and electrical defects was used to 
find the percentage that falls through at each point in 
the process. The analysis includes all of the board level 
testers. 
Results of the Trials 
The results of tho two trials are shown in Figuroa 
14 to 17. From tho analysis it waa shown that tho 
porcontago of boardo requiring rework attor tho wave 
soldor procoau rcducod trom a potential 701 to undor 41. 
Another point ot intorost wan tho calculation ot tho 
nuD.bor of boordD loavinq tho plnnt with o potontiol 
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Effects of testing plan on passing of bad components thru line 
Components/Board 100 
Case 1 s Mo process Improvements are Invoked 
Mech Electr ;. Mt?ch ;. Elec 
In lina? Effect Effect Bad Bad ;. of bol\r 
Incoming Parts 0.:5000 0.3000 100.0000 
Component Prep 0 0 0 0.5000 o.sooo 100.0000 
Component Test 0 0 0 o.:sooo o.sooo 100.0000 
Jn5ertaon 30 30 0.3500 O.l:SOO 70.0000 
01'\ Vi5ion 0 (I 0 o.::.soo 0.3500 70.0000 
Sol dr.r Proc1Hu1 0 o.::;soo o.:z~oo 70.0000 
Short~/Opcms ::o ~ o. Z4S<) o.:4~o 49.l)QOQ 
O.itt41 Sap,,r.,tor 10 10 0.2:05 0.::05 44.IOO(l 
F'unc:tion.al Tout 0 0 0.2205 o.z:os 44.1000 
ATE 05 85 0.0331 0.0331 6.6150 
Fin411 QA 65 0 0.01 H, 0.0331 4.46~1 
F1old F,u luraa 100 100 0.011576 O.O~l07S 4.4651 
Po,-con t •'H)Co of DoArd§ R@ciutrinq R~t 10.00 Aftor P~rt~ Ar• ooldorod an JJo~rd 
FIGURE 14 - EFFECTS OF TESTING ASD 
PREPARATJO~ 0~ QUAun· OF COMPONENTS 
THROt:GH LlXE - NO PROCESS Ill PROVEMENTS 
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FIGURE 15 - PERCENT BAD COMPONENTS AT 
EACH STAGE OF PRODUCTION 
INCOMING PARTS 
Z MECH BAD: • 57. r. ELEC BAD: • 57. 
not 901. EFFECTIVE COMPONENT PREPARATION 1-----~> AT ELIMINATING'--------,.----__, installed 
MECH. FAILURES 
907. EFFECTIVE 
AT ELIMINATING 
ELEC. BAD PARTS 
DETECTS SOME BAD 
PARTS (ELEC+MECH> 
CREATES SOME MECH. 
FINDS OVER 90X 
OF BENT PINS,NO 
.51. .51. 
not 
COMPONENT TESTING 1-------> 
installed 
INSERTION t--------> 
• 3!51. 
not installed 
-------> 
ELEC. FAILS OR .~!51. .3!51. 707. of board• may WRONG PIN, BACKWARDS ,__.._..., n••d rework 
after •oldar CREATES NEW REWORK 
.~r.+ (HEAT SENSITIVE> 
DETECTS NOST 
SOLDER PROB"S, 
SOME DAO PARTS, 
SOME MECH. 
SHORTS/OPENS TEST 
.24!5X ,24!5X 
t------> 
FINDS DEFECTIVE DATA SEPARAT~ TEST i-------~ ANALOG FN., 
tlOSTLY RADIALS .22% .22X 
FINDS NARGINAL BOARD FUNCTIONAL TEST t--~--, 
PARTSf SON£ 
NECH 
FINDS ftDSTLV 
FINDS WHE.R£ 
PAODLENS LIE 
.033X 
DIAGNOSTIC TESTS (ATE) 
.o:szx ) 
CDSHETfC FINAL VISUAL INSFECTIDH 1----> &Etn' PINS.ETC.__ ________ ...,_ ..... ----~-' 
ttAAGIHAL PMfG, 
Ft.UX CDRROStOH. 
LOOT cm,oucr lVJ TY 
OF DAD JDJfffD 
.oa:x .o:s::sx -4,SX 01 olJ bDAl'da 
Joavinq w/patantial 
FIIILD FAILUfd!S > d@f!ctct 
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Effects of testing plan on passing of bad components thru line 
Components/Board 100 
Case 2 Improvements in Component Pre and Test, QA Vision Invoked 
Incoming Parts 
Component Prep 
Component Test 
Insertion 
QA Vision 
Solder Process 
Shorts/Open• 
DAta Separator 
Fune ti anal Test 
ATE 
Final DA 
Mech 
In 1 ine? Effect 
90 
0 
90 
30 
10 
0 
BS 
Electr 
Effect 
0 
90 
30 
0 
0 
30 
10 
0 
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0 
1. Mech 1. Elec 
Bad Bad Y. of boar 
0.5000 0.5000 100.0000 
0.0500 o.sooo 55.0000 
o.osoo 0.0500 10.0000 
0.0350 0.0350 7.0000 
o.oo:s5 0.0350 3.9500 
o.oo:ss 0.0350 :S.9500 
0.0025 0.0245 :Z.6950 
0.0022 0.0221 2.425!5 
0.0022 0.0221 2.4255 
0.000::; 0.0033 0.3638 
0.0001 0.0033 0.3423 
Fluld F<\tluroc 100 100 0.000116 0.003309 0.3423 
PMcontt11q1t of Boord• R@qulrtn9 Rrn,o,-•: 
Aftnr Port• Ar~ coldorod an OoArd 
FIGURE 16 - EFFECTS OF TESTl~G AND 
PREPARATION ON QUALln· OF COllPONENTS 
THROUGH LINE - PROCESS Uf PROVEMENTS MADE 
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3.SS 
INCOMING PARTS 
i. MECH BAD: , 5i. i. ELEC BAD: • Si. 
90Y. EFFECT! VE COMPONENT PREPARATION 1-----> 
AT ELIMINATING'-------,------' 
MECH. FAILURES 
90i. EFFECTIVE 
AT ELIMINATING 
ELEC. BAD PARTS 
• 051. • Si. 
COMPONENT TESTING 1------> 
.057. ,057. 
DETECTS SOME BAD 1--------> 
PARTS CELEC+MECH) 
CREATES SOME MECH •• 0357. ,0357. 
FINDS OVER 90Y. QA VISION 1--------> 
OF BENT PINS,NO 
ELEC, FAILS OR ,00357. ,0357. 
~IRONG PIN, BACKWARDS ,---..._-, 
CREATES NEW REWORK 
3.97. of boards may 
need reworkino 
after soldering 
.003Si. ,0357.+ CHEAT SENSITIVE> 
DETECTS MOST 
SOLDER PROB•s, 
SOME BAD PARTS, 
SOME MECH, 
SHORTS/OPENS TEST 1------> 
.00:?51. .02457. 
FINDS DEFECTIVE DATA SEPARATOR TEST 
ANALOG FN,, 
MOSTLY RADIALS .ooi21. .OT.?X 
FINDS MARGINAL BOARD FUNCTIONAL TEST 
PARTS, SOME 
MECH 
------), 
FINDS WHERE 
PRODLEHS LIE 
.000::iX 
DIAGNOSTIC TESTS <ATE> 
) 
FINDS NOSTLV 
CDSNETIC FINAL VISUAL IHSPECTIDH 1-----:> 
DENT PINS,ETC~------------...i 
.OOOIX .OOZ'3X • .::wx ol •11 boud• 
MARGINAL PARTS, FIELD FAILURES i--------> FLUX CORROSJCltl, 
LD9T CONDUCTIVITY 
OF IIAD JOINTS 
FIGURE 17 - PERCENT BAD COMPONENTS \ftTH 
UlPROVEllENTS IN PL\CE 
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defect. This reduces form 4.5% of the boards to .34% 
after the improvements are invoked. Should these boards 
fail in the field, the repair can cost hundreds of 
dollars. 
In summary, the argument for invoking the process 
improvements includes a quality improvement for the 
product through the process and into the field. 
INVESTIGATION OF THE COSTS OF WORK IN PROCESS WITH 
RESPECT TO LINE~ERFORMANCE 
------
Work in process (WIP) inventory creates two problems 
if not controlled: it is an expense to carry as 
inventory, and secondly, it increases the time in process 
for products, which increases the lead time for 
completion. Thus there are good reasons to control WIP in 
any process but if WIP is too limited, line performance 
will suffer. When a single machine in the middle of the 
process breaks down, the machine before it must stop 
because it's output queue fills. Conversely, the machine 
after must stop due to depletion of it's input queue. 
The effect ot queue sizes on lino performance was 
tested on tho simulation model, Queues are created from 
full magazines, oach holding 44 bo~rds, A sensitivity 
analysis was run, varying tho aizo ot oach input quouo 
from l to 9 =49nzinoo. All othor lino porfor=anco data 
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was kept constant and equal to measured data from the 
existing board producing facility. 
Results of WIP Sensitivity on the Automatic Insertion Line~~ 
Queue Length: 1 5 9 
Boards/Day 3176 3270 3326 
Cost/Board $51.93 $51.87 $51.84 
Direct Employees 76 77 78 
Cost Differential -$73000 -22000 
It can be seen that the most favorable situation is 
that with a queue length of 9 magazines. The production 
that is lost when queues are limited more than offsets 
the savings in work in process cost. In each case, the 
total work in process cost per board was less than a half 
of one cent. Work in process cost for this part of the 
line is insignificant, and should be determined on the 
basis of required time in process and not the cost of 
inventory. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF SETUP TIME ON LINE PERFORMANCE 
------
-----
Setup time for machinery can have a significant 
impact on throughput. As batch sizes decrease, so will 
line performance. Using the cost model, the effect of 
setup time variation on all costs with a constant batch 
size of 5000 boards is considered, a reasonable number 
for a plant making in excess of 10 products. It is 
expected that the operation being modeled will produce 
this number of products in the future. Line changeover is 
required when the geometry of the new board is 
substantially different from the one being produced. For 
the AI equipment, this changeover requires replacement of 
several fixtures and was measured as taking two hours. 
Results of Setup Time Variation .En Line Performance 
Setup Time: 0 .25hr • 5hr 1hr • 2hr. 
Boards/Day 3326 3299 3218 3218 3110 
Cost/Board $51.84 $51.87 $51.88 $51. 91 $52.00 
Cost $140k $107k $103k $80k 0 Savings/Yr 
Production ot over 200 boards per day are lost duo 
to changeovers on the line when lot sizes ot 5000 and 
setup times of 2 hrs. are used vs. tho caso ot no 
changeovers. Thus tharo is a potential $140,000/yr. 
savings in reducing tho time to aotup. It should bo noted 
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that several products fall into a 'family' which share 
common dimensions and functional attributes. Changeovers 
between these products are not required. 
Many changes can be made at minimum cost to speed up 
changeover time: 
-Add tool handling equipment to make the job of 
moving fixtures in and out of the machines. 
-Modify fixtures to allow rapid assembly and 
disassembly; use fast change devices. 
-Design flexible fixtures that only require 
adjustment and not changeout. 
-standardize board fixturing points and board sizes; 
schedule production to use common tooling for a 
sequence of lots, thus reducing the effective "lot 
size" between changeovers. 
-consider the •robber-ring concept', which involves 
fabricating raw boards within a standard size frame. 
The boards are punched out to finished size when 
fully assembled. 
SENSITIVITY OF LOT SIZE ON LINE OUTPUT 
The analysis of varying lot sizes on the line has 
consequences similar to that for setup time; some 
production will be lost as lot sizes decrease. For this 
sensitivity analysis, the setup time for the lino will 
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remain at two hours; the lot size will be varied from 500 
to infinite (no changeovers). 
Results of Lot Size Variation on Line Performance 
-----
---
Lot size: 500 2000 5000 Inf. 
Boards/Day 1168 2786 3110 3326 
Cost/Board $56.01 $52.27 $52.00 $51.84 
Cost Penalty $3,600k $370k $140k $0 /Yr. 
By imposing low lot size criteria, production output 
suffers. A lot size under 2000 is impractical for the 
current line, since a greater majority of the time is 
spent changing over the machinery. Should the nature of 
the business change from it's current strategy of high 
volume, low cost products, other methods of production 
that have substantially less setup time should be 
investigated. Later in this chapter an analysis of robot 
insertion vs. AI is investigated in order to answer this 
question. 
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INVESTIGATION OF THE VIABILITY OF THE USE OF ROBOTICS IN THE INSERTION OF STANDARD COMPONENTS 
Robots are being successfully used for the insertion 
of odd form components in several applications in 
industry (3)(4) (5) (8) (14) (17). The primary drive towards 
this has come from a lack of automatic insertion 
machinery for these parts. But with their inherent 
flexibility and reliability, robots appear to be suitable 
for the insertion of some of the standard components for 
which dedicated insertion equipment is already available. 
In the following pages, a discussion and analysis of 
the viability of the use of robots for insertion of 
standard components will be presented. The advantages and 
disadvantages of robotics over dedicated equipment will 
be discussed, followed by an analysis of a proposed 
system for the insertion of DIP components. This analysis 
will be performed using modified versions of the odd form 
simulation model and the cost model described in Chapter 
3. 
Results of the analysis will be presented with a 
discussion on how to got auccosstully to robot insertion 
ot standard compononts. 
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DISCUSSION OF THE VIABILITY OF ROBOTICS FOR THE INSERTI'oiif""OF STANDARD~OMPONENTS 
Advantages and Disadvantages of Robots over AI Equipment 
Robots have several advantages and disadvantages 
over dedicated, hard tooled insertion 
summarized briefly, these are: 
Advantages of Robots over AI equipment 
-Flexibility 
-Faster setup and changeover time 
-Reliability 
equipment. 
-Ability to interface to a wide range of sensors 
-Recovery from error conditions 
-High level language availability 
-Ability to integrate with material handling and 
other manufacturing systems 
Disadvantages of Robots~ AI equipment 
-Slower insertion cycle times 
-Lack of standards for controllers and languages 
-CAD interface difficulty 
ADVANTAGES 
Flexibility 
Somo robots have a high dogroo of doxtority, 
allowing them to movo nimbly and accurately through thoir 
work envelope. Thia makos thom appropriate tor a wido 
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range of tasks, including assembly. For electronic 
component assembly, all moves are generally made in one 
plane, the surface of the board, and so robots with a 
small number of driven axes such as cartesian or SCARA 
geometries, can successfully be used for the task. 
Setup and Changeover Time 
Setup and Changeover issues can be broken into three 
categories: 
-Tool and program changes 
-Board fixturing 
-Parts loading and feeding 
Tool and Program Changes 
Through proper design of robot tooling, the tools 
required to assembly different components can be changed 
on the fly. This allows a single robot to insert a wide 
variety of different parts, not just one type, as in the 
case of the AI equipment. Some DIP package parts produced 
today cannot be inserted with the AI equipment because of 
package height. This would be no problem for the robot 
with properly designed tooling. 
Board Fixturing 
If a new board size is introduced to the AI line, 
changeover requires adjustment of all board handling 
hardware within each machine. It also requires that 
m~gazinos bo adjustod, or that another set be available 
ato carry tho boards. Changeover time for these machines 
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was found to be two hours. When building a robotic 
assembly line, changeover time can be reduced through 
design of a flexible material and board handling system. 
Through use of advanced sensors such as vision systems 
(2) (16), the position of the board does not need to be 
fixed as accurately by the handling system, because the 
robot can find the true position of the board and adapt 
it's insertion program accordingly. 
Parts Loading and Feeding 
Through the use of flexible parts handling equipment 
such as programmable DIP feeders, a large number of parts 
can be made available to each robot cell. With this 
capability, several changeovers can be made without 
changing out the parts on the line. It should be noted 
that AI equipment has similar capability, but only with 
one part type. 
As lot sizes decrease, the capability to changeover 
quickly becomes more important. A robot line can 
theoretically change over in less than five minutes, 
where an insertion machine takes about two hours. 
Reliability 
Duo to their simplicity, robots have a better 
roliability record than the more complex insertion 
machines. This has boon voriticd through moasuromont and 
through manutacturors stated uptimo. A robot can bo 
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expected to have about 98% uptime; the AI equipment is 
stated to have between 80% and 90% uptime. 
Ability to Interface Sensors, Recovery from Errors, 
~nd Reduced Tooling Requirements 
Some robot systems are supplied, or can be equipped 
with, a good set of interface ports, such as digital 
input/outputs, and parallel and serial ports. These ports 
allow for the integration of sophisticated sensors 
systems, such as force sensing, and vision systems. 
With the addition of these sensors, the robot gets a 
better picture of what is happening in the cell, and can 
reliably sense when errors such as misinsertions of parts 
occur. Instead of stopping, the robot can recover from 
the fault by entering a search pattern, or discarding and 
replacing the part. With less machine stoppage, direct 
labor requirement is substantially reduced. 
High Level Language Capability 
With the development of high level language tools 
tor robot programming, a wide range of applications 
become possible. More complex tasks can be quickly 
programmed, and with structured programming techniques, 
generic program modulos can bo croated which can be used 
intorchangoably in many applications. Thia also aids in 
tho dovolopmont ot ott lino programming and analysis 
tools, such as robot coll simulations. 
Having thia groator capability, tho robot controller 
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can be used to do other cell management tasks, such as 
coordination of other work cell equipment, the generation 
of production and performance reports, and diagnostic 
testing to aid in system repair or debugging. 
DISADVANTAGES OF ROBOTS OVER AI EQUIPMENT 
-Slower insertion cycle times 
-Lack of standards for controllers and languages 
-CAD interface difficulty 
Cycle Time 
In current robot insertion applications, robots take 
longer to insert parts than do dedicated equipment. The 
average insertion times per part for robots ranges from 3 
seconds to 6 seconds, compared to about 1 second per part 
for DIP machines, which are the slowest of the three 
types of AI machines. 
Raw cycle times, however, do not tell the whole 
story. AI equipment stops when parts are misinserted; 
robots have the ability to recover from the fault and 
continue their tasks. The reliability advantage or robots 
also tends to narrow the gap in cycle time. Whan all 
downtime tor tho DIP machine ls taken into considoration, 
the net cycle timo por part increases to 2.1 soconds 
(taken tro= moasurod data and simulation runs). Thus lt 
can bo aeon that tho not dittoronce in cyclo ti=os is not 
quito aa droaotic oa tirat porcoivad. 
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To make robots more competitive, the following 
options are suggested: 
-add multiple grip tooling on the robot end-of-arm 
-add parts presentation and storage devices on 
the end of the arm 
-investigate the new, faster robots 
-Vibratory Insertion Process 
Multiple Grippers 
With the addition of multiple grip tooling, several 
parts can be picked up at one time. This reduces the 
number and length of moves, and thus the effective cycle 
times. The disadvantage of this approach is the 
difficulty in integrating sensors in the hand of the 
robot. See reference (7) for an application of multiple 
grippers in electronic component insertion. 
End of Arm Parts storage and Presentation 
A variation of this technique is to mount a parts 
storage and presentation device directly the end of the 
arm. This technique has been used by Intel Corp. (3) for 
the insertion ot jumper blocks, which are an odd torm 
connector. The storage device must be reloaded every hour 
by an operator, but reduces the insertion time to one 
second par part. Tho disadvantage ot this schomo is that 
only ono part typo can bo insortod with this robot. 
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High Speed Robots 
New, accurate high speed robots are being introduced 
which should reduce the net cycle time. An example is a 
direct drive SCARA arm introduced by Adept Corp., which 
travels at a maximum end arm velocity of 30 feet per 
second. This same robot has stated accuracy of+/- .004 11 , 
which is acceptable for electronics assembly. This 
performance compares with an maximum end arm velocity for 
current SCARA arms of 5 - 6 feet per second. Cycle times 
for part insertion should be easily halved, to about 1.5 
to 2 seconds per insertion with robots attaining this 
speed. 
Vibratory Insertion Process 
To simplify the insertion process, AT&T has built a 
line which aids in part insertion by using vibration to 
align the parts leads with the holes (8)(9). The board is 
vibrated in a fashion which creates a search pattern of 
+/-.030 11 • The parts being used have poor lead-to-body 
dimensional stability, but with this process, the 
accuracy ot the assembly and tixturing equipment can be 
relaxed. The robots being used have moderate accuracy, 
yet the line has insertion reliability of over 99.81. 
Lack ot Standards tor Robot Control!!!!:! Languages 
All dodicatod oquipcont, bought troa one vondor, 
share common controllors and progral!!lD!ng mcthodologioo, 
aimilar in concept to thoao on an IIC mnchino. Gaocotry io 
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based on Cartesian coordinates. In robotics, there are 
many different robot geometries, and a range of different 
and incompatible control hardware and software. Thus, if 
more than one type of robot is required, several 
programming methodologies must be used. In addition, with 
certain geometries, for example some of the SCARA units, 
off-line programming is difficult or impossible due to a 
lack of joint feedback on two joints. Repeatability is 
adequate but accuracy is not acceptable for this class of 
robots. If several different robots are used in a line, 
sharing of data between robots will become difficult. 
CAD Interface 
With so many different geometries and programming 
methods, links between CAD data and robot program 
generation will be impractical since several custom data 
conversion programs would be required. To make CAO 
interface practical, standards for geometry definition 
for robots needs to be established as well as ways to 
simulate robot programs within each particular geometry 
on an off-line system. 
AHALYSIS OF ROBOTIC fil IHSERTION 
The robotic odd form insertion modol vas modified 
for simulation ot robotic DIP insertion. DIP insertion is 
boing invootigatod bocauoo this prouonta tho aont 
inaortion probloas ot all coDponanta. DIP inoortion ia 
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also the most feasible case for AI replacement since 
these machines are the slowest type of AI. The line was 
set up as follows: 
Cycle Time 
It was determined before running the model that the 
critical variable would be the cycle time for insertion. 
This variable was adjusted in the model runs until 
performance of the line matched that of 3 DIP machines. 
The line with five insertion and two board handling 
robots matched the performance of the 3 DIP machines with 
a cycle time of 3 seconds per part. It is felt that this 
cycle rate is possible through careful design of robot 
cells, tooling and parts presentation devices. Literature 
on existing applications reinforces this conclusion. 
(3) (11) (13) 
component Preparation and Testing 
It is assumed that the cells are equipped with 
programmable DIP feeders capable of parts preparation and 
presentation. It is also assumed that some parts are 
verified at the station, with more extensive testing 
being done ot more complex parts. 
Reliability 
Downtime was sot at 21, with moan timo to failure 
sot at 24 houro. 
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COST MODEL ANALYSIS 
The cost model was also modified to account for all 
pertinent costs and savings in using robots for DIP 
insertion. The areas which showed the most significant 
variances were: 
-Direct labor cost reduction 
-Increased capital cost 
-Increased overhead allocation 
Direct Labor 
Labor was reduced to two operators for the robot 
line vs. three for the DIP machines. Component 
preparation operators were eliminated since this function 
is now done at the robot cells. One additional component 
test cell was added to test the set of complex circuits, 
such as microprocessors. It was felt that this is too 
costly to add to each station. No adjustment was made for 
material handling; although it is expected that some time 
will be saved, savings may not add up to one handler. 
capital Cost 
The cost ot building a"rob'at line is groator than 
tho coat tor the equivalent AI capacity. This is 
primarily duo to the nood tor moro peripheral oquipmont, 
and tho addod cost ot onginooring dovolopcont ot tho 
lino. Capit4l costs t~r co=plotcd robot colls, co=ponont 
preparation dcvlcoa, and cooponont vorl!ication arc 
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included in the cost model and are broken down as 
follows: 
Robot $35,000 
Parts Presentation $20,000 
Material Handling $10,000 
Engineering $10,000 
Tooling $15,000 
Integration & Line $10,000 
Control 
Total/Robot Cell $100,000 
x 7 cells $700,000 
Plus one Component $100,000 
Test Station 
Total Capital Cost 
For Line 
$800,000 
It should be noted that no savings has been claimed 
for the cost of 3 DIP machines. This would return 
$360,000, reducing the net capital cost to $440,000. In 
the case where DIP machines are already owned, some of 
this cost can be recovered through resale ot the 
machines. 
overhead 
overhead expense increased because ot tho allocation 
of more floor spaco tor tho lino than tho oquivalont 
nu=bor or DIP aachinos. 
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RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS= ROBOTS VS. AI FOR DIP INSERTION 
ROBOTS 
3 sec AI DIP 
/part Inserters 
Boards per day 3326 3326 
Cost per board $50.93 $51. 84 
Number of Direct 69 78 
Employees 
Additional capital 
Expenditure 
$800,000 
Net Savings/yr $792,000 
Payback (Simple) 13 Months 
Cycle Time/Part 3 sec. 
Analysis of the Run 
This results of this run depend highly on the 
ability to insert parts at the assumed rate of 3 seconds 
each. This capability was demonstrated during a visit to 
a robot systems house, using common SCARA geometry robots 
with some binary sensors in the grippers. Multiple 
gripper tooling was not used in this case. In that DIP 
components share common geometrical features, tool 
changes should be infrequent, and a largo number ot parts 
can be inserted by each robot. 
Because component preparation and moot ot tho 
component testing is dona at the station, labor 
requiromont tor tho plant roducao. Since tho aaount ot 
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rework reduces, the number of these workers reduces to 11 
from 24 for the standard line. With the increase in the 
number of boards produced, the number of QA inspectors 
increases from 24 to 28. 
The largest savings from this line are listed in 
order from greatest down: 
1. Direct labor reduction $.GS/board 
2. Misinserted parts $.SO/board 
3. Overhead $.07/board 
In contrast, a couple of costs increased: 
1. Capital Cost $.03/board 
2. Component Test $.OS/board 
The conclusion from this analysis is that robotics 
is feasible for the replacement of dedicated DIP 
insertion machines. It is assumed that insertion cycle 
time can be done in 3 seconds. Should actual performance 
be slower, additional robots can be added to the line for 
about $60,000 each. 
COMPARISON OF ROBOTICS ANO AI EQUIPMENT !QB VARYING LOT SIZES 
In comparing the advantages ot robotics over 
automatic insertion equipment, it was stated that lino 
setup time could be significantly reduced. To quantify 
-the bonotits ot aotup timo roduction, a comparison was 
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done for lot sizes from 500 to infinite (no changeovers). 
Setup time for the robot line was set at 5 minutes and 
assumes the use of fast changeover tooling. Setup for the 
AI line was kept at 2 hours. Two graphs of the outputs 
were made, one comparing cost per board for each lot 
size, the other compares yearly production vs. lot size. 
These are included as Figures 18 & 19. 
It was found that as lot sizes drop below about 
2000, line performance suffers for the conventional AI 
equipment. At a lot size of 500, over 65% of potential 
production is lost. In comparison, the robot line does 
not suffer any significant losses in either throughput or 
cost per board. 
It can be concluded that AI equipment is not 
suitable for production of lot sizes under 2000. If 
flexibility is the key for production of boards, the use 
of robotics for part insertion should be strongly 
considered. 
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SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF THE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD ASSEMBLY PROCESS 
From study of the existing line and the analysis 
that followed, a prioritized set of process improvements 
and changes has been formulated. Some of these 
improvements require capital expenditure, others only 
require changes to the way the process is run. 
Process Improvements 
When analyzing process improvements, the following 
list was formulated, listed by priority of benefits in 
savings per year. 
Process Improvement Analysis Results 
Bd./Day Cost/Bd. savings/ Capital Payback ($) Yr. Req'd (mo.) 
Robotics for 3326 $50.93 $792k $800k 13 DIP Insertion 
Component Prep 3422 $51.29 $480k $40k l 
QA Vision Sys. 3326 $51.44 $347k $200k 7 
component Test 3286 $51.67 $145k $200k 17 
Robotics For DIP Insertion 
One assumption was made in building this analysis: 
that tho robots can insert one part every throe seconds. 
The robot lino has component prep and test equipmont at 
onch cell, so thorotore tho lino roprosunts a combination 
ot tho improvooonts listed abovo. 
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One other scenario was tested of the Robot DIP 
insertion line; this included a vision system for QA 
inspection. This produced a cost savings of $1,200,000 on 
an investment of $1,000,000. The payback period was 10 
months. This line includes all of the improvements listed 
above, in addition to some other assets. 
The changeover time for the line will be reduced 
significantly compared to the AI equipment, if properly 
designed. This will make possible the production of 
smaller lots of product without a severe loss of 
production. Personnel requirement for this entire line 
reduces from 78 to 45. Time in process decreases, as well 
as the amount of work in process, because of the 
proximity of the robots to one another, and the 
elimination of many of the magazines of boards. 
The feasibility of the use of robotics for insertion 
of axial or radial parts has not been proven, and should 
prove to be more difficult, considering the higher speed 
of axial and radial inserters over the DIP inserter. 
Component Preparation, Component Test 
If robotics are discarded as a process improvement 
for DIP insertion, then off-line component preparation 
and testing equipment should be strongly considered for 
tho current lino. Component preparatJon has bean shown to 
bo a major opportunity for improvomont of lino 
porformanco and should bo implomontod in oithor tho caao 
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of robotic or AI insertion of components. Component 
testing equipment is also justified in dollar savings and 
increased information on component quality. 
Preparation for axial and radial parts is more 
difficult, since they are received in packaged, tape 
reel form. This has not been explored in this analysis 
and is left for future investigation. 
Computer Vision for~ Inspection 
This is an option that should be strongly considered 
regardless of other assembly process decisions. The 
improvement in inspection effectiveness and the reduction 
in labor requirements make it a highly recommended 
process improvement. 
Further investigation should be done into 
integrating this system into a plant information system, 
as well as investigating the possibility of generating 
inspection programs from CAO board design data. 
Effects of Improvements on ~uality of Components and ~ Flnisfie Products ~ 
By instituting componont preparation, testing and 
computer vision, tho amount of rework gonoratod was 
roducod significantly; from a potential 701 of all boards 
after tho wnvo aoldor, to undor SI. Thia is significant 
in that co=ponant probloma aro oliminntad boforo thoy 
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become process problems. By reducing 
component failures early in the line, 
are reduced at every stage in the 
those that might make it out of 
the amount of 
quality problems 
process, including 
the door. In an 
environment where 
important, taking 
quality problems 
necessity. 
the quality of products is highly 
the additional steps to weed out 
before they enter the process is a 
Process Changes 
several process variables were analyzed to determine 
the effect of changes on the performance. Listed below is 
the set of variables·explored and a ranked list of their 
importance. 
1. Lot size Criteria 
2. setup Time 
3. Work in Process Levels 
Lot Size and Setup Time 
With the current line ot AI equipment, 
required for setup of the line tor product 
Should this equipment remain in operation, 
two hours is 
changeover. 
lot sizes 
should remain ovor 5000 boards. When lots aro reduced to 
500, for examplo,tho cost por board risos by ovor $5.00, 
and production ot tho plant drops by ovor 601. 
Should tho nnturo of tho buainosa chango whoro ocall 
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lot sizes are required, the use of robotics should be 
strongly considered. 
Work in Process (WIP) Levels 
It was found that the cost of holding current levels 
of work in process is insignificant compared to the costs 
of lost production if the WIP is limited. The 
recommendation is to allow WIP levels in the assembly 
process to be whatever level is manageable in terms of 
time-in-process for the product. It was found that the 
most critical point to keep WIP is at the very start of 
the line; this level should be greater than at 
intermediate points in the process. 
LINE PARAMETERS REQUIRING ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS 
Four line parameters were checked in the sensitivity 
analysis of the simulation model. In the analysis, 
improvements that would address most of these parameters 
were proposed: 
-Major breakdown time to failure 
-Preventative Maintenance 
-Robotics for DIP insertion 
-Minor time to failure 
-component Preparation 
-component Testing 
•Minor time to repnir 
-Robotics tor DIP Inaortion 
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Further analysis is suggested for each of these 
parameters. Some possibilities are: 
Major Breakdown Time Between Failure: 
-Investigate use of robotics for axial and radial 
parts 
Major Breakdown Time to Repair 
-Redesign of AI machines for maintainability 
-Better repair training 
-More maintenance by operators 
Minor Time to Failure 
-component preparation for axial and radial parts 
-use of robotics for these parts 
Minor Time to Repair 
-Methods of automatic repair on AI machines 
-Robotics for insertion of axials and radial parts 
Discussion of the Value of the Simulation Method 
The use of simulation and cost modeling proved to 
be useful in analyzing the assembly process. The dynamics 
of the interaction between machines was successfully 
modeled by using simulation. It was found that more 
complete information on the effects of line changes was 
ganoratod by using this method ovor static calculations. 
A couplo of ohortcomings that might bo considorod 
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when building and using simulation are: 
-Validation of the model can be difficult. When 
running the model for the first time, the outputs of 
the model must be carefully analyzed to see if the 
model is accurately simulating the dynamics of the 
actual process. 
-The simulation language chosen did not provide any 
graphical means of watching queues build up, and the 
effects of breakdowns on the size of these 
By having graphical real time simulation a 
queues. 
better 
understanding of the process would be facilitated. 
-Modification of the model is difficult. Often, 
FORTRAN code must be written to accurately model the 
function of the line. 
Even with the shortcomings of the model, the use of 
simulation is valuable because once the model is built, 
it provides the user with a much better tool for 
evaluating process changes and improvements before having 
to build or buy any equipment or systems. 
ll~ 
FUTURE ANALYSIS OF THE PC BOARD ASSEMBLY PROCESS 
The work described previously has provided a 
detailed understanding of the process of assembling 
boards. Through the use of simulation modeling, a number 
of process improvements and changes were analyzed and 
prioritized. Directions for future work in analysis of 
this process falls into three categories: 
1. Future Simulation analysis 
2. Design for Manufacturing Issues 
3. Other Components of a Flexible PC Production 
system 
4. Computer Integration of Information and Process 
systems. 
FUTURE SIMUIATION ANALYSIS 
Three simulation models were created for use in 
analyzing the line. Integration of these models would 
provide a comprehensive analysis tool for the entire 
facility. Together will the integration of the simulation 
model should come the expansion of the cost model to 
include all of the other processes. A moro comploto 
analysis can then be dono tor any additional process 
changes. 
Material ~andling ayato=s woro not connidorad in 
lino analyaia. In building ot a comprohonaivo ayoto=, 
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this should be considered, even though it was determined 
that the direct cost benefits from the system were 
negligible. 
Alternate line arrangements, such as parallel 
processes vs. serial arrangements for the robotic 
assembly line should be analyzed to determine if the 
performance improvements offset the extra cost of cell 
peripheral equipment. 
The models that were built represent an accurate and 
usable tool for production management. With some 
additional investment in providing an easy to use 
interface for the models, production scenarios for daily 
scheduling can be quickly evaluated with a more accurate 
understanding of the effect of decisions on the cost of 
the product. 
DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURABILITY ISSUES 
The need for this work falls into several 
categories: 
1. Costs of parts vs. their inserted cost 
2. Standards for component mechanical tolerances and 
component packaging 
3. Board layout tor insertion and tasting 
~ ot Parts Y!.:. Inserted parts 
As ot now, whon a designer designs a now board, ho 
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is conscious of the cost of the components he is using in 
the circuit design. Often the components being used are 
less expensive to buy, but are more expensive if the 
costs of assembling are considered. Through use of a 
modified cost and simulation model, a tool can be 
produced to help in making these decisions. 
standards for component Mechanical Tolerances! Packaging 
Many of the components being used in current 
products are not designed for automatic assembly. The 
problem is most severe with the odd formed components, 
Many of these parts have poor lead-to-body orientation, 
and thus cannot be inserted unless held by the leads. 
In addition, each of these parts requires custom 
assembly hardware. There is a need for mechanical 
standards for these parts which should be determined on 
the basis of what is required for their insertion by 
automatic equipment. 
In addition to tolerance requirements, there is a 
need tor standard packaging methods to aid in parts 
presentation tor automatic assembly. Whereas the DIP's 
come in tubes, and the axials and radials on taped reel 
formats, odd form parts are otton shipped looso and 
roquiro oxponsivo orientation and prosontation devices 
tor automatic aooocbly. 
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Board Layout Design Rules 
The design of printed circuit boards has been 
simplified with the use of computer aided design systems. 
What is often neglected is the capability of these 
systems to follow design rules for automatic layout of 
parts on the board. Automatic assembly of parts requires 
a specified amount of clearance space around the part. 
These specifications should be clearly spelled out and 
incorporated into the CAD system, so that design 
compliance with manufacturing needs is automatic. 
OTHER COMPONENTS OF A FLEXIBLE PC BOARD PRODUCTION 
- - SYSTEM -
Several improvements have been suggested to enhance 
the process for the assembly of printed circuit boards. 
In building a flexible system, several other components 
should be addressed: 
1. Build a system tor handling of all raw materials 
and work in process. 
2. Consider the nooda tor fast line changoover tor 
tho entire procoss, including testing and packaging 
procossos. 
J. Analyze tho noods tor standard tooling or 
standard modular aaoonbly calla. 
4. connidar how a • lights out• zuu10:lbly plant can be 
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built: 
-Fault resistant processes 
-Self correction when errors are detected 
5. Consider how line layout affects performance. 
INTEGRATION OF MANUFACTURING PROCESSES AND INFORMATION ~ SYSTEMS ~-
Extra benefits accrue to a process that 
functionally integrated in terms of product 
is 
and 
information flow. some of these improvements are hard to 
justify in dollar terms, but the improvement in the 
timeliness and accuracy of process information do provide 
cost benefits because better decisions can be made 
concerning production strategy and use of resources. 
Framework for! computer Integrated Manufacturing System 
l. Creation of functional cells - A cell control 
computer communicates to a group of machines within an 
operating department. For the assembly operations, the 
cell controller will communicate to the AI machines, 
collecting information on process problems, and storing 
the programs that are used in assembling tho boards. 
These programs can be uploadod or dolotllloadod to oach 
machine. Tne coll controller has ~ha ability to do tho 
tollowing functions: 
-coordinate tho activity of tho coll, achadulo 
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production, 
-Monitor trends in the process - causes of downtime, 
misinsertions, and track boards through the process 
-communicate with higher level functions such as 
shop floor control systems. 
2. Networking of all cell controllers. A high speed 
data network is established which allows all connected 
devices to communicate. on this network are all cell 
controllers, and a link is made to other business 
functions such as accounting and design. The network has 
a controller which manages the functions of communication 
management and the addition and subtraction of stations. 
3. Data Base System. This system stores all 
production information in a common and integrated form. 
The system is responsible for the integrity of all data 
and keeps it current. The data base system 
with all systems connected to the network. 
dedicated machine or may be a control 
manages the storage and retrieval of data. 
communicates 
This may be a 
system which 
Some of the outputs of the system will be: 
-Production summary data 
-Downtime and component integrity data 
-Trend analysis ot tho above 
-Integration of design data with 
programs tor assembly 
-statistical quality control 
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manufacturing 
The ongoing activities in building of this system 
are the creation and maintenance of new applications. New 
production and business systems must be added and 
supported by the system, and new applications for the use 
of data can be created as the system matures. 
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CONCLUSION 
Modern manufacturing technology was explored in this 
thesis to improve the process of assembly of printed 
circuit boards. The objectives of this search were to 
find solutions which would improve the quality, reduce 
the cost, and increase the production rates of the 
product. Since product life cycles in this industry are 
growing ever shorter, flexibility of the assembly 
equipment was also considered to be an important 
attribute. 
The set of process improvements that were suggested 
in this thesis will provide a significant improvement to 
all of these process attributes. By implementing 
component preparation and testing equipment, as well as 
computer vision for board inspection, the quality of the 
product will improve due to the lack of bad material 
entering the line. 
By implementing robots for insertion of DIP and odd 
form parts, a significant increase in line flexibility 
will be gained as well as significant decreases in the 
amount of direct labor required to assemble and repair 
defective boards. As the number of products to be 
assembled increases and tho ettoctiva lot sizos dacroaso, 
the robot lines will suttor tar less in productive output 
than conventional inaortion machinory. 
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To continue the development of the flexible PC board 
assembly line, future efforts will be required. There is 
a need for standards in designing products for automatic 
assembly. By systematizing this process, the efficiency 
of the production operation will be enhanced. 
Once the pieces of the system described in this 
thesis are in place, computer integration of all 
processes will provide further improvements. Information 
generated by each process can then be shared with other 
processes. With such a system, an additional level of 
flexibility will be provided through better and more 
complete process information. 
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APPENDIX A 
DESCRIPTION OF TEST LINE SIMULATION MODEL 
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DESCRIPTION OF TEST LINE SIMULATION MODEL 
An automated test lineis currently being built to 
provide automated material handling of finished boards 
from the soldering process through a series of diagnostic 
and functional tests, and finally into a final bracket 
assembly and final quality check, packaging and shipping. 
See Figure 20 for a drawing of the line and placement of 
cells along the line. 
The material handling system is a modular conveyor 
and storage system which forms a conveyorized connection 
between all cells on the line, and a large storage area 
for staging between stations. This storage rack is 
divided into sections, each of which stores boards at a 
specific stage of completion. 
Boards arrive at the start of the system after each 
of two wave solder and board cleaning machines. Here they 
are loaded into 20-board totes, and are released to the 
system. From here they can go to one of two places; a 
shorts/open tester, or a staging area in the tote storage 
area, from which they will be delivered to the one of the 
testers when available. 
From the shorts tester the boards are loaded into 
another area of the tote storage rack, and are 
distributed on a !irst-in-tirst-out fashion to either a 
final systems tostor it good, which chocks tor board 
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function, or to a rework area if bad. Reworked boards 
return to the shorts tester for a recheck. 
If the boards pass the functional test they are sent 
to a bracketing station, where a metal bracket is 
automatically mounted on one end of the board. This 
bracket becomes the mount for the board in the computer. 
If the board fails the final systems test, it is sent to 
an automatic diagnostic tester, known as an ATE. This 
tester has the capability to isolate the faults in each 
board, down to the individual component. The ATE is only 
85% effective in diagnosing faults, so the remaining 15% 
that aren't diagnosed go to a debug station, where 
technicians use a special set of test equipment to find 
the problems with the board. Between any of these steps, 
the tote full of boards can return to the tote storage 
area and queue up in the appropriate area. 
From the diagnostic areas, either the ATE or the 
debug areas, the boards are sent to rework areas where 
they are fixed. When complete, the boards are retested at 
the final systems test. If any board fails three times, 
the board is scrapped. 
After the bracketing stage, the boards leave the 
line in serial fashion. Each board is physically passed 
through tho bracket station, and arrives at ono of a 
numbor of visual quality assurance stations at the ond of 
tho lino. Boards that tail tho visual inspection arc 
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fixed locally. This function is not modeled, and the 
quality inspection is the last process modeled. 
ASSUMPTIONS MADE IN BUILDING THE TEST LINE MODEL 
--- -----
The line that is being built is not only very large, 
but is complex in design as well as control function. The 
tote storage area is divided into several designated 
areas for boards of a certain status. Also, the conveyor 
system itself is divided into several segments, each of 
which can handle only one tote at a time. When building 
this model, the main concerns were in finding a good line 
balance by adding and subtracting stations, verifying the 
performance specifications that the systems house stated 
in the original contract, as well as finding out when the 
contention for the conveyor would deadlock the system. So 
in simplifying the model it was important that the 
character of the actual system not be lost. 
Assumptions: 
1. Wave solder area: As a decision rule for new totes 
entering the system, it was decided that the output of 
the wave solder machines would have precedence over any 
buttered storage of untested boards in the tote storage 
system. Boards will pass directly from the wave solder 
macl.ino to one ot tho shorts testers it available, if not 
it will bo sent to tho butter area in tho tote storage 
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rack. If this storage area fills, the wave solder machine 
is shut down. 
2. All boards leaving the shorts testers must queue up in 
the appropriate area in the tote storage area. This is 
required due to the specifics of the system design. 
3. All manual rework areas have no specified downtime and 
repair boards at a constant rate. 
4. Boards failing any test are loaded into an empty tote, 
which is released when full. The tote that the failed 
boards were taken from will have some empty slots after 
completion. 
5. Functional test stations have robotic board handlers, 
which have been assigned performance rates similar to 
those on the odd form line described above. In summary, 
98% uptime, mean time to failure of one day. 
6. Once a board is bracketed, there is no return for the 
board into the system. At the quality assurance stations 
at the end of the line, failures of inspection are not 
modeled, only the rates that boards are inspected. 
7. For means of modeling the segmented conveyor system, a 
simplifying assumption was made that only one station in 
a group, i.e. final systems testers, rework stations, 
could release a board to its appropriate station. A fixed 
length of timo is waited botoro tho next stations gets to 
roleaao lta full toto. 
a. Whonavor a full tote i• relonood, a aignal ia givon 
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for the release of an unprocessed tote from the tote 
storage area or directly from the preceding operation. 
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APPENDIX B 
SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM AUTOMATIC 
INSERTION LINE SIMULATION MODEL 
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C.• DATA OJ ftlJOI Dlfl~DO»¥: 
oeuu11, 
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--VCD---134.200----21.0--- -
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Ma~or-T-ima-to--Braakdown ---- - - -- ----Time to Repair 
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---S-L-A 11--B-C-ff 0- II £-1' 0 B? 
--------------SIIIDLATrOH-P&OJ!CT-IIOD-A65l--· --- · · ---- or-J.-D.-IIU'EBIIAII----
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SLl/1. Y£&SI0Y JDL BJ 
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C£H!!!IIAL OPTIONS 
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- . -NO PFilNT £CUD 8£PDliT fl £CHOI: US £1£COT! SIIIULATlOHS (IXOT): ?£5 ---------PRUT UT!lilll!DUTB RESULTS HIADIIIG-(IPUHl:--NO .. --- ------- --PRINT SU/1/IARr ~£roar (ISll&JJ: res 
LUITS 011 PILES 
•. < 
lllU/IU/1-1091!!1-0P-OSEB-rtt!S-(IIPII.St-:-----•5-- --·---llllll!Ur. MUIIOta or OSER lTTIIJOUT!S (111TB): 17 IIAIJl!UII MUIIDER or CO!CUQl[fT E5T1l£S 1a1rart: soo 
rue so11111u 
-----·--- ··---------------------~------
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2 
UITUL 
UTllll:S 
uuuc 
CUTtllOI 
g i::g Initial Queue ~-~~-~~--)~~--~- g-·---~~:~---Lengths-- · ·· -- -- · -~--- -------··-' 5 
-- 6·-c-·---
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.. -~-- ------- -'J··--
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o rrro 
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-~-~-- o --· ----· rrro· ~~~ -~ -
o riro o ra,o 0 · - ,,,o 
1 J O - · 1"I l'O -
14 0 PH'O 
15 0 PlFO 
-· ----- ----- - 16- o----P1Po-----------
11 0 l'IPO 
1 !l O l'll'O 
H -- O- l'll'O 
20 0 FIFO 
21 0 PIPO 
-------· 22 O---- -- l'Il'O------· ------- - -
23 0 l'IPO 
24 0 Fl PO 
25 -O l'lfO 
26 0 l'lPO 
27 0 , Pll'O 
------ 211 --O-- --- ·l'lPo--
29 0 PIPO 
JO O l'lFO 
JI O -PJf'O · 
l2 0 PIFO 
JJ O t'IPO 
311 -----·-. ·O· -r1ro-- -----------------
J'.i O FJfO 
JI, 0 PJFO 
J 7 0 I' 11'0 
30 0 1'11'0 
31 0 l'IPO 
110---~ ·O - · FIPO--
"' 1 0 FIPO 
0 fJl'O 
0 l'Ii'O 
o • ruo 
o riro 
--r·<-=.- . ..,,._ ~- ·-
~OLCT COLLl'CTlo• lOtllTIPI l'!I H1Sf0Cl&ft SPtCIPICATIO•S 
•rJltftU llODC WClL IILOII HUD 
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-----~'--'-·---~ ----~----.. --··-=-=-- =<-=-:. 
1 EYU1' 111105 DU DIP 20 O.IOOt•OO O. hlOC•OO 
J UOt l!UOI t'iU: \'CO 20 O.IOIU:•00 o.1oor,0J 
) l.'iUt-- t.llllH, IIU f,AI) 20 - 0.1110,•J.J ol. IIJl>!!•llr.i 
.. ni.-r UJUll IU: 011" 20 o. 101.u:,o 1 o. 1001!•01 
.. UUT l!UUI IIU ri:o 10 O.ltJl)t•OI O. ltlOC•OJ 
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00 ~ ~ l!AJlll au· uu-~---,20 --o. ,ooi,,n "11.100!•0/ -=----
1 litTIUU tut Ill ~fSfl~ 
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q 692731871 NO 
---- -------5----2328?0807---N0---·- ------------
6 qoq762547 HO 
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·- -- 8 .. ··-·-·15J170451J - NO --- ----- ~-·- -- ·---- -----
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10 104696075 HO 
-------·- -------
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NS!T/OS!T STOllG! lLLOClTIOJ 
Dlft!NSIO» or IS!T/OS!T (HiS!TJ: 
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-----------------5-L-A·ll-·S··U-ll-ll··A-R-J-B-B-P-O-B-T'--------------
· SIIIULATION-PliOJECT· IIOD A65J -- ------- --BJ ,J.D.-IIA'l'EB/IA!I -- ----
DATE 11/ 7/198ij DOH NOIIOl?B O.P 
- --· ------ ------ - - --------- -- ----~--
cuaaesr Ttne o.t4QOE+oq 
- STATISTICAL-AllBArS CLEARED-AT-Tl/IE- o.oOOOE+OO----·--··· -----· 
Breakdown Summary 
---·--··---- . -~------- ·---- ------- ----- --.. ··- . - '' 
••STATISTICS .POR VARIABLES UA5£D 011 OU5£RVATION•• 
---- ----------11£AII------STAIIDAIID·--C06l'l'o·Ol'-- llllll11UII -- -IIUI/IDll··---110/IDl?R OP------
VALUE DEVUTJON YAUl'?lOH ULUE ULUI? OUStl&UTJONS 
-IIIIIOR OAK-DJP-- o.4757£•00 ·--0.1906!•00- O.II007E•OO· ··0.1051£+00-·~-o.90561?•00·- -- 1106? 
IIJKO& Of~ VCD 0.47eU£•00 0.16J7£•00 0.3961E•OO 0.10l2£+00 0.?92!,ttOO Q655 
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-NUIIOEB-NODE-TYPE--LENGTH-·- -DEVIAT10N--LENGTU--LEIIGTU--IIAIT1110---'l'l11E--------------
1 AIIAlT 0~7342 0.5Q41 2 2 26.11329 
---2--AVAIT ---- - 0.3907---- -0,529& -----2 ---- -0----111.11271-···----
J AIIAIT 0,2728 0.4695 2 0 9.582J 
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--11---AIIUT-- ---0,0000 0,0000 O-- · ---0 -- ----O;;OOOO------- ------
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JZ UU r O.OJOO - 0,0/JOO O O ~ - 0.0000 -- ·-~---" -- - S 
JJ UU'T O,O!JOO 0,0000 0 0 0.0000 ~ 
l-1 UUT 0.0030 0.0000 0 0 0.0000 c+ 
- n--Au1-: 0.0000,-~o.oooo-o~· o~~-~---0.0000 ____ ..,.---~--
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'd O 0.000 1.000 0.1700!•01 t 
I O O.OilO 1.000 0.1800!•01 • 
-~- ----':!'----- 0 - --0.000 1.000 - - - o.1900£+01-·--•-----
fj 3: 0 0.000 1.000 O,lOOO!:tOI • 
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APPENDIX C 
SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM ROBOTIC 
INSERTION LINE Sir1ULATION LINE 
143 
-- 19.20/ JO.OD 1'1.'iOINTLC 
19.20 J0,00 19,SDJN~LC 
-- -19. 20 - - - , 30,00 -----19. !.OINTLC -- --· ---------- ---- -
1<J.20 Jo.oo 11J.so111rtc Robot Cycle Times 
19.20 Jo.oo; 11J.so111nc ··Min Max Mode 
--jtgg--"ig:gg--·--lt~~;:~t~---- -- (seer·--- - "----------------,--!:i:1-,---
12.00 ~ 
.. - 12.00 --· - - - -- · -- ---0----
12.00 rt 
12.00 .... • 
--12,00-- ·- ---- ·-------~-----Q--
;tgg Transit Time Between H 
1:.1.00 -- -- - , - Stations-(sec)~ --E!--
12.110 .., 
12.00 <II 
-- - - 5 - 5 - 5, - -5- --S - ,__ ,-----·-~~----·- . ---~~-~------- ---- -·~--
i : Queue Lengths Between ~ 
s -Stations- (Boards)-- ---- - ~~--· 
zs.oo 160,00 )0.00 
~- :tgg ~ ~:g;gg~-~-1tgg Breakd·own Statistics ______ _ 
2~.00 rnu.oo 10.00 Time to Repair, Min,Max, Mode 
;.,'i.011 rn().oo · Jiuo (minute a) 
t,j 
--~-c,--
::r 
0 
- , ;i,',,00 1110,U0-0 -lfJ.00 , - - - -- - -~-- --- - - ----- -
JS,00 11.10,110 .lD,00 ~ 
1200.00 2860,00 ,~uo.oo CD 
--- 12110.00- - --2t11u1.uo--1••0.oo --~~-~Ttzne-to-Failure ;·-Min;·· Max- -Mode--~-~- ,"?'J __ 
1200,00 2!1110,00 1-uO.Dll ,: f ij 
,I ,lOO, 00 2!Jffil, IJO IOI), DO rt 
---1,,!0il,ilO ---211110,00=-,,IU:),00 - ---~ ~ -~~- ~ -~"- - -- ---- ~-- ~~--- ---- -~~---~·--· 1200.Go 21~0.oo ,,~o.oo 
12~0.oo ;~Qo.oo 11\u.oo 
. 
---%---· '-'--------'-'------ .-----==----------- -------:-~- ,___-- ---,------.-- -
-• ... 
,-,. :o..l :sa.oi:, ,,. \Ounc 1t.:o 10.00 11.§011:Lc ~ ~-lt.l\l · ~-JiJ,.00 t'il.!.OU:LC ·- · - ------- ·----- ··· -
,,.zo Jo.ao n.!touuc Robot Cycle Times 
--~::::~~!:::--!::::i:~_::J1!n, M~• Mod .... e _____________ --,--..... ~--10.00 ,o.oo J2. uunc \sec, 0 u.oo 
--c· 1lo00 
-··-··-·· ·--- ·-----.. -----------g' ll.00 
c+ 11.00 
..,_ · -U.00.-=--------------------------""--------t"..---
~i::: Transit Time Between H ,,.oo.~.-~. ~ ~~~----,stat·ions-(sec-)-·------------=--11.110 
ta 12.00 
(!) 
., -~ S -" ·S-~"S- ~-5--S-~-- ·--------------------------___:;c+----" ; ? Queue Lengths Between 
~· 
., 
- -- ---~stations-(-Boards-)--------------g--:s.oo 110.00 l0.00 
~.1::::~~::::g_~~~::: B;r_e_akclo~ Statj,stics ~ 21.10 Ho.oo >1>.00 Time to Repair, Min,Max, Mode ::s-
- ~:::: ~~ ::::::,~·-~~=~: c~i~'!t~s) 
_o __ _ 
~s.o~ 1,0.00 Jo.oo ::o 1:0~.o, z•to.oo ,~,o.oo 
(!) ~--11.».oo~nu.oo-1:.-o.oo----·-T1,Jne-:_ .. to-Failure-,-Mi-n-;--Max,-Mode ':d 1;:~;,.00 :Ho.~ n:ao.ao ~ ;:o~.a~ :,e~.oo ,.,o.oo c+ -~a.1:0;:a.oo -1uo.oo-1ia.:.i.t.uo--~~--------------------------uo;2.oo :ruo.oo 100.00 
1:'ihl.OO lt4'0.00 1,,0.00 cl ~- ,~--· ---~-· ________ _;;. ___________________ _ 
SL AH SUH KA 6 Y' n E PO 8 T 
··- ---- ------------ ·-·-
"&All 
----VAi.ii£ 
SlHULATION PROJECT llODEL B 
DATE 0/25/l'JO'I 
cUnREHT TIii£ O.J106£•05 
RUii NUHDER 
STATISTICAL ARRAYS CLEhhED AT TINE O.IIOOOE+Oq 
01' 
-- ---- ~----·----
Production Statistics 
••STAT1STJCS ro~ VAa[AULES OASKD 011 OD~EkVATION••~ 
STAIIIIARU 
.Ol!V UTJOII 
cot:rr. or 
'IAPUTJON 
"1111:fUII 
Vt.LUE 
llA ll'lllUi'I 
.. VALUE 
1u11nE& or 
OBS!!BVlUOIIS-
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APPENDIX D 
SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM AUTOMATIC 
INSERTION LINE COST MODEL 
149 
SL 19 
Benchmark Run Cost BrealcdoL·ln - PC Boards - Case 1 (Case 2 is at Line 129) 
Number of DIP Machines· 
Number of VCO machines 
Number of Radial •Machines 
Number of Sequencers 
Total AI machines 
board/day misinG. 
3 3150 1996 
.3 
2 
3150 1991 
3326 2004 
2 
10 BLlffers Limi.te0d?· 
How Many? 
Lot Siz.e Calculation --
S~tup ·rime For Line 
Lot Si:e -·~ 
Changeovers/day Cale: 
Net Hrs. /Day Cal c. 
2.00 hr, 
5000 
0.67 
Min Lot Si~e Required? 
Net Boards/day 
Board!!I/Day For c:al cul ati ons 
19.17 
0 
3110 
3326 
DIP's 
VCO's 
Radials 
Wip$/bd. 
15.00 
44,14 
46.74 
Ca11t of 
Invc,ntory 
Boi1rd11 p11r day 
Overhead Calculation 
J 
bds/m;ag 
44~00 
44.00 
44,00 
0.1:s 
~l::6 
day/yr DD,/yr 
Daard• p1tr )'Hf' · 260 864760 
WIP cost/boAt'd 0.00:9 
s of WIP 
16196.40 
4020,27 
2015,43 
22232.10 
3334.82 
Sf/aAch 111 total por- yr 
Floorspac11t uHoo 1000.00 lOOOO.oo .22SOOO 
E'naroy por sq. f_t. 
c.,,a tal.:bl d9/yrl•f 
1'141nt, 11ac.ur. ,Janl.t. 
· •1vr cf ol pl t 
tfanAooaont $/'If' JOQOi)(IO 100000 
1.00 
.10.00 
.a.so 
10.00 
TO~ill )'t'l'f f,/sf 
---
eoi.p.co•t 
DIP'• 
AirlAl!l 
rucU.ll• 
DoM'd 
.. 
It AVQ. 'I/pc: 
31.00 o., .. 
6S.l)O 0.04 
14.00 O.JO 
Id .. 'J 
:9.14 
=·"° l.40
1:s.00 
Tot•I 
150 
=:. :so 
hrs.down 
o.oo 
o.oo 
20.78 
1 
9 
Avg.mags 
B.18 
0.69 
0.49 
Per &cMlrd 
Tot•ls 
0.0039 
o.:602 
' 
48.14 
• 
Cost of 
DIP's 
VCD's 
Radials 
misinserts thrown away 
Num/day Cost/part bd/day 
1996.00 0.94 
1991.00 0.04 3326 
2004.00 0.10 
cost/bd 
0.56 
0.02 
0.06 
Cost of 
DIP 
Cost of lost mat'l/board 
Subtotal cost/bd. 
Electrically Bad Parts on the Board 
vco 
Radial 
Doard 
Cost of 
Percent 
DIP 
vco 
Rildi al • 
BD/day r. Bad Cost/pt Cost/Bd 
1.00 0.94 0.0094 
3326. 00 o. 10 o. 04 • 0000 
Re1,1or I: i ng 
Bds. With 
Pts/bd 
31.00 
65.00 
14.00 
. .():to 0.10 0.0001 
1.00 15.00 0.1500 
.•. 
Board to Remove Bad 
bad Parts 
7. Bad 7. Boards 
1. 00 31. 0000 
0.10 6.5000 
0.10 1.4000 
Parts 
1.00 
7. w/bad p ~/hr Bds/day Co~t/bd Op's Reqd 
39.90 12.so 56.00 0.1216 24 
Maintenance Overhead/bd BOS/day 
Total hrs down 20.78 
Service Rat•/hr JB.00 Z326.00 
374.04 
Parts/day eoo.oo 
1.00 
Subtotal caut/bd 
Colf!Ponont Preparation end T•sting 
Parts/hr Op's Roq• 
Component Prop 4300. 00 l 
Caaponont TostJno 2500.00 2 
't/op/hr 
7.50 
8.00 
Addi Uan al Camputar Vision Far DA ln11pocUan 
Cycla Time of Test<Htn.> 0.37 162.16 
Nuiiabor of System§ Raqulrod 
Nuabor of 0pl!'rotora Roq,ct 
ln•t•llrrd Far This Ruf'I? 
t./day 
lB0.00 
384 .. 00 
9da.lDAy 
3324 
2 
6 
0 
· l•yes 
O•no 
0 
0 
C3pitAl Coctc a, Lino l'f.llchln@ry- Al 
~nd Ca.pono~t Prop/Toat Cil\p. 1 
• Noch Jnt X f./yr DIP l:,)()Ot) ... 54000 ... VCD .f, S0q,umcnr11 ~ s 63750 RAdloJ 140000 ..,. ,s.oo 42<."0Q .. Caepcnlint Pr~ ~ 0 0 CMponttnt Tmtt 1~1 (i 0 V&ucn &vu•• ~ !) 0 
151 
0.6483 
49.05 
0.1595 
O.JJ:25 
O.:Z405 
0.0000 
0.0000 
Direct Labor - Insertion It of AI Operators QA Opers if No Comp Vision Computer Vision 
fl of Re1,1orkers 
bd/day n ~,!:rs 
30 
140 
56 
24 
0 
24 
0 
159750 
Cost/hr 
11.00 
10.00 
10.00 
12.50 
Cost/day 
2640.00 
1920.00 
o.oo 
2400.00 Component Test/Prep Operators Total 3 Shift Employment 78 6960.00 Direct Labor Cost/Board 
Total Cost/board - Case 2 
.• 
.·. 
Cost Drealido,~n - PC Boards - Casa 2 
board/day mi sins. Number•of DIP Machines 3 3150 664 Number of VCD machines : 3 3150 2030 Number of Radial Machines : 2 3422 2056 Number of Sequencers 2 Buffers Limited? Total AI machinos 10 How Many? 
Lot Si:o Calculation -Setup Time For Line 
Lot Si:e 
Chan9eovoru/day C~lc N•t Hrs,/Day Cale 
Min Lot Si:a Required? Net B0c1rds/d.ay 
Boards/Day Far 
DlP'a 
vco•s 
RAdhlls 
D.o.trdo pm- d.ily 
Olfct,-tut~d 
c.il culati onu 
wtpi/bd 
rn.oo 
44.14 
116. 74 
Ccat Df 
lnvant:ory 
2.00 
5000 
0,6B 
19, IZ 
0 
3194 
:04Z:? 
bds/m.ao 
4'1.00 
44.00 
44.00 
O, JS 
dAtlyr OD, /yr' flo"'rd!i 1)4/lf" '{lMf' ::60 DlJ1?1:0 
WIP ctatlbmrd O,(if.)40 
hr. 
I ol WIP 
162U,.=o 
5419.63 
2179.95 
2ZfU4. 78 
:S72.22 
!llflNch '§f tat~l P" ,;r 
rlOffl"tl).lCt.!' uAMJ~ Jl)N.l,00 l~.00 =~ 
hrs.do1,m 
o.oo 
o.oo 
20,77 
1 
9 
0.1847 
2.09 
51.84 
Avg.mags 
8.19 
0.93 
0.53 
Por '°6rd 
Tohlti 
O,OO<IO 
-=~.~,-~-==-,----------------~-
152 
.. 
Energy per sq. ft. Capital-bldg/yr/sf 
Maint,secur.,janit. 
$/yr sf of plt Management $/yr 1000000 100000 
Total yrly $/sf 
Comp.CO!lt # Avg. $/pc Bd. $ 
DIP·"s 31.00 0.94 29.14 
A>dals 65.00 0.04 2.60 
Radials 14.00 ,Q.10 1.40 
Board 15.00 
Total net ccmp's/b ·-.. ~ : 
misinserted parts tt,rown away Num/day Cost/part bd/day cost/bd 664.00 o.94 0.1a 20~0.oo o.o4 3422.00 0.02 
1.00 
10.00 
1.50 
10.00 
22.so 
Cost of 
DIP'u 
vco•s 
Radial,; 2056.00 0.10 0.06 Co6t of lost mat'l/board Subtotal cost/bd. 
Cost of 
DIP 
VCD 
Radial 
Bonr-d 
Cost of 
Percont 
DIP 
VCD 
RAdiol 
Electrically Bad Parts on the Boar-d BO/day r. Bad Cost/pt Cost/Bd 1.00 o.94 0.0094 3422.00 0.10 0.04 .0000 0.10 O.JO 0.0001 
1.00 15.00 0.1!500 
Reworiti ng Board to R~mova Bad Parts 
Dds. With bad Partu 
Pts/bd X Dad X D0t1rds 
31.00 0.60 JEl.6000 0.20 
65.00 o. 1•) 6.5000 
14.00 0.10 1.4000 
X w/bad p S/hr Dds./hr Comt/bd Ops Roqd 21.,0 12.so 56.00 0.496B 17 
NAintonAnco Ov•,.ho•dlbd DDS/day Tol•I hrs down 20.77 
s..-vico Rota/hr 18.00 z.122.00 373.86 
eoo.oo 
1.00 
Subtotal ca.t/bd 
coe..,ononit: Prop.3ratlon ond Tnt:ing 
P.iu•t!i/ht' 0p•" Ro«a 4 Coepooent P-ron 4:0,,.00 ~ Co,,,po.,umt, T@~Unq :z,,o. 00 : 
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tloplht' 
1.00 
o.oo 
layH 
0-na 
1 
0 
0.2529 
40.14 
0.2664 
48.bb 
0.1595 
0.1093 
0.%338 
49.17 
O.SOSJ 
0.0000 
Addition of Computer Vision For QA Inspection 
Cycle Time of Test(Min.) 0.37 162.16 3324 
Number of Systems Required 2 
Number of Operators Req,d 6 
Installed For This Run? 0 
Capital Costs of Line Machinery- AI and Component Prep/Test 
Cap. $ U Mach Int t. $/yr 
DIP 120000 "" ~· 54000 VCD & Sequencers 85000 5 63750 
Radial 140000 2 15.00 42000 
Component Prep 20000 2 6000 
Component Test 1tioooo 0 0 
Vision Systems 90000 0 0 
165750 0.1863 
Direct Labor - Insertion 
fl of Al Operators 
bd/day tt wkrs 
30 
Cost/hr 
11.00 
10.00 
10.00 
Cost/day 
2640.00 
1920.00 
o.oo 
1700.00 
QA Opr.rs if No Comp Vision 
Computer Vision 
ti of Reworl(ers 
Component Test/Prep Operators 
Total 3 Shift Employment 
SL :ll 
Comprcp1 
140 
Summary of Comparison of Two CaseG 
24 
0 
17 
6 
12.50 
77 6260.00 
Direct Labor Cost/Board 
Totol Cost/board - Case 2 
J.83 · 
Options 
Coue 1 
Case 2 
CompPrep CompTost DA Vision LotSi:eY/N,Si:e BufLlm? D Length 
0 0 0 0 sooo 
1 0 0 0 sooo 
Total Board Cost Casal 
Total Board Cost Cas• 2 
Yo111rly Production, Case l 
Yo•rly Production C11so i 
Total .Casto C••• I 
Total Casts C••• 2 
Salling Pric~ I Daard 
Gro•• Pra,1t Ca•o 1 
Graso Profit CAoo 2 
Dds.td.ay 
l.lds./dAY 
Hot. lncrn1ts• in Profit• C,H@2 - Cocnl 
1 9 
1 9 
• 
" 
Boards/yr 864760 
Boards/yr 8897:0 
S 44831078 
s 4:5630SSO 
• 6S.OO 
.. 
tUni~• Production s.w,nq11 11:cot C~t11d-CAtr, : :1 Pred Caso U t, 4003.tS 
lkieuairv;1 OQllAI prnduc.tton for i:l'.tc:h C.I\H.•Prad of C••• 1 
154 
Total Direct Employees - Case 1 78 Total Direct Employees - Case 2 77 
Costs by Department 
Case Case 2 
WIP 0.0039 0.0040 
Overhead 0.2602 0.2529 
Misinserts 0.,.6483 0.2664 
Elec.Bad Parts 
.0 .• 1595 0.1595 
Maintenance 0.3530 0.3430 
Component Prep 0.0000 0.1052 
Compcr.,l!nt Test 0.0000 0.0000 
Capital Cost 0.1847 0.1863 
Direct Labor 2.0926 1.8293 
Componentn 48.1400 48.1400 
Total l.7022 3.1468 
Total 
- Conipononts 2.8944 2.1200 
Tot.al Comp Cost :S0.9299 50.7634 
-;~ 
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